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Residence hall intrusion
Campus housing addresses arrest in Manning and emphasizes improved safety precautions.
KELSEY LUNDSTROM
STAFF WRITER

On-campus housing is considered
a safe haven for students where they
can take a nap in between classes,
study for a test or hang out with
friends on their floor.
Clemson is known for having
a pretty secure campus with a
solid set of security guards and an
efficient system to quickly inform
students when incidents do occur.
However, the system is not foolproof
and incidents do happen on college
campuses.
On
December
5th
at
approximately one in the morning,
a strange man followed a female
student into her dorm in Manning
Hall.
'Fellow
students
became
concerned when they noticed that
the man looked older and out of
place — they quickly informed an
RA who then called the police. When
the police arrived on the scene,
officer Chief Link arrested the man
on trespassing charges.
The man gained access into the
building when the student swiped

ut it can be very dangerous.

her CUID to get into the dorm and
the door did not fully close. The man
was not a Clemson student and had
no business even being on campus, let
alone in a freshman dorm. Incidents
like these are fairly isolated, which is
why Clemson's housing department
was alarmed. The department has
not ignored this issue and hopes that
it will not happen again. Luckily, the
man was caught almost immediately
and it did not escalate into something
more serious.
When asked about campus
security, Dr. Hallenbeck, Executive
Director of University Housing,
responded positively to the matter.
There are numerous precautions
taken to try to avoid as many incidents
as possible, and Dr. Hallenbeck said,
"[W]e have surveillance cameras and
they are monitored.
"We also have security through
the campus police that we use as
well as student patrol. So that's how
we usually prevent most things from
happening to students," she said.
Although there are necessary
safety devices such as security
see HOUSING page A8

House
resurrected

Ecoplosion hits
Clemson

New AGR house unites the brothers.

Speakers address the future of S.C.'s jobs and businesses.

BEN HINES
STAFF WRITER

Recently, the Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity has had quite an
ordeal with their living quarters.
On May 27, 2010, their fraternity
house, a historic Clemson building,
burned down.
"There was a structural fire that
started in the back of the house," said
Ryne Phillips, the former president
of Alpha Gamma Rho (AGR). "The
house was approximately 100 years
old."Luckily, there were no injuries
due to the fire, although there were
some brothers present when the
house was seriously damaged by
the fire. The fraternity began plans
for a new house immediately after
the incident.
uqjLuujxixi^aa3ULZ
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Although there was a short
season where the fraternity did
not have a house, they have since
built a beautiful house and are now
occupying it.
The fraternity broke ground on
the project April 17, 2011, and was
able to move in early January.
"We were able to move in Jan.
9, but there is still little stuff to
be done every day," said Judson
Belding, the current president of

KATE RIPLEY
STAFF WRITER

AGR.
The new house, according
to Phillips, "means a lot [to the
fraternity], bringing everyone back
together all in one house." After the
fire, the brothers had to move to
rented properties around Clemson

Fifty years from now when we
look back at events that changed
the economic landscape of our state,
the Ecoplosion summit last Thursday,
Jan. 26, could possibly make the list.
Located at the CU-ICAR campus
in Greenville, the conference hoped
to "ignite an economic explosion"
in the Upstate and in the state of
South Carolina in general. Economic
development never seemed so exciting.
Speakers like Governor Nikki
Haley (R) and major CEOs from
businesses in South Carolina and
abroad lead four panel discussions
concerning the future of South

see AGR page A8

see ECO page A6
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Republican Governor Nikki Haley hopes to create jobs for South Carolinians.
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ARTICLE BY: SCOTTIE WHITELEY, flEWS EDITOR

In 1940, Clemson trustees
were torn over the use of about
29,000 acres of land around
the Clemson area in Oconee,
Anderson and Pickens counties.
At first neither the state of
South Carolina nor the Clemson
Board of Trustees legally
owned this land, which served
as a drainage system for the
Keowee-Seneca-Twelve
Mile
River systems, connected to the
Savannah River basin.
"From 1939 on, Clemson
University had a lease with
the federal government — it
was a 100-year lease," said
Clemson Historian Dr. Jerome
Reel. However, the agreement
required Clemson to use the
land for educational purposes
only, so Clemson faculty
in agriculture, forestry and
engineering began long-term
research projects based on the
land. In a few years time, the
idea formed for a new lake on
Clemson's campus.
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"The federal government was
interested in two things, and
one was in developing power
resources in the South," Reel
said. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers wanted to generate
relatively inexpensive power
with hydroelectric systems.
"This was also built in
anticipation of the growth of
industry in the Savannah River
valley," he said.
Reel said that the rivers
around this potential lake were
"flooding rivers" because their
sources were in the mountains
where there were collections
of snow. Concern was that the
lake, which would lie 665 feet
above sea level, would flood the
low-lying land on the Seneca
River where Clemson raised
many of its crops.
"If the federal government
had done what they wanted,
they would have flooded a
great deal of Clemson campus,
including half of the land that

■
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CONTRIBUTED BY: JOE ROSTRON

a plan to protect thousands
Mr. Clemson originally gave to
of acres of Clemson land was
the school," Reel said.
presented. Clemson responded
Even more upsetting to
to this plan with their own,
Clemson College at the time
which they named "Plan X," a
was the chance that the lake
proposal of three dikes to an
would flood the football
elevation of 675 feet above sea
stadium, all the way up to the
level, a mere 15 feet above the
26th row. Clemson trustees
lake's full pool of 660 feet. This
suggested a lower water level
plan would save 497 acres of
for the lake, 640 feet above sea
mostly agricultural land.
level; however, this was never
In response to Clemson's
achieved. Embanking parts of
Plan
X, the Corps offered to
campus that might be affected
compensate Clemson $465, 655
by flooding was also suggested
for the 7,964 acres they want to
but never carried out.
acquire. Because of additional
Clemson officials, headed by
costs for construction, water
then-president Robert Franklin
intake, treatment and disposal,
Poole, grew tired of waiting for
Clemson's legal counsel asked
the federal government to do
instead for $2.25 million, which
something about the issue, so
was four times the amount
in 1955, the Clemson Alumni
initially offered by the Corps.
Association set up its own
Eventually the U.S. District
committee to make a decision
Court
for Western South Carolina
about what had become known
ruled
that the Army Corps of
as the "lake issue."
Engineers had to pay for the
The football stadium issue
entire water intake purification,
was the first to be addressed.
waterlines,
power lines, sewage
Reel pointed out that the stadium
system,
water
treatment, water
back then was far different than
return
system
and replacement
it is now.
of facilities with new structures
"It didn't have the portals that
and equipment — a total of $1.5
you come in now — you came
million to Clemson.
in at ground level and down,
Construction of the dikes by
so it only went up about 30
the
Corps continued throughout
rows," he said. Some proposed
the
financial negotiations.
tearing down the stadium and
250,000 cubic yards of rock and
rebuilding it roughly where
3,500,000 of dirt were used in
the South Carolina Botanical
the project.
Gardens are now located.
"The material to build the
However, the students were
dikes
came from the rear end of
very opposed to a stadium so
Cemetery
Hill," Reel said. Most
removed from main campus. In
likely, this meant that all of
the end, the idea of a relocated
the slave graves were destroyed.
football stadium was vetoed
"They just dug them up — they
because the state highway
didn't
know what was there,
department already had plans
they
didn't
do any surveys," Reel
to build two federal highways
said."They
just
dug them up and
through the area.
built the dikes."
Only two options were left
Before construction of the
to solve the lake issue: lower
dikes
was finished, the rising
the water level of the proposed
water
level of the lake caused
lake, or build dikes. A dike,
some
major problems around
according to Dictionary.com, is
Clemson's campus. Dr. Tee Senn,
"an embankment for controlling
former head of the horticulture
or holding back the waters of a
department at Clemson and
sea or river."
founder of the South Carolina
Though
the
Trustees'
Botanical Gardens, lived on
preferred solution would be
Strawberry Lane at the time,
to lower the water level, they
where
many homes were
realized this option would not
affected.
generate enough electricity to
"They cut down all the trees
meet the needs projected by the
and
piled them up behind my
Corps of Engineers.
house,"
Senn said. "We had to
The Clemson Board of
get
them
to come and move all
Trustees officially owned the
the
trees
out."
land when a bill, introduced
"Because the water came up,
by Clemson Life Trustee and
I had to build an 8-foot sea wall
U.S. Senator Charles Daniel,
to keep it out of my backdoor
was signed by U.S. President
and the basement," he said. "So
Dwight D. Eisenhower. This
we
built that and put a fence on
was a major game-changer; the
it
to
keep it from falling in the
federal government had always
water. The water was eventually
expected to compensate for any
12 feet high and in my backyard,
buildings, improvements and
and
I had to give up half of my
functions lost, and now they had
lot."
to pay for the land, too.
Senn remembers Strom
During a December 1956
Thurmond
coming to Strawberry
meeting between Vice President
Lane
to
try
to alleviate the
R.C. Edwards, President Pool,
residents' issues with the lake
three principal administrators,
and the dikes.
the S.C. congressional delegation
'"Strawberry Lane still exists
and the Assistant Secretary of the
today;
I'm happy and I hope
Army for Civil-Military Affairs
they're
happy,"
Senn said.
General EmerSon C. Itschner,

I
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Furnished & Unfurnished
2 Swimming Pools
Sand Voileybal Court
Cat Bus Route
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Tips for improving your credit
Acquiring credit in college is important in recieving loans and mortgages down the road.
STUDENT

I [

FINANCIAL

EDUCATION

SERVICES

According to Merriam-Webster Dictionary,
credit is, "the provision of money, goods, or services
with the expectation of future payment." Stated
simply, credit is receiving money now to pay back
later. When a person is extended credit, the lender
is taking a risk while expecting the individual to pay
back the money owed.
Typically, in order for a lender to extend credit to
an individual, they will request to pull a credit report
on the individual. Credit reports are maintained by
three main credit bureaus: TransUnion, Equifax and
Experian. A credit report includes the past financial
history of an individual according to how they have
been extended credit and their repayment of that
credit.
Credit reports contain information pertaining
to open and closed credit accounts, outstanding
debt, debt payments, pattern of debt repayment,
credit inquiries, credit limits and more. You are
entided to receive a free credit report from each of
the three main credit bureaus once per year at www.
AnnualCreditReport.com.
A credit score assigned to an individual quickly
shows a potential lender the likelihood of that person
repaying their debt according to their current and
past financial decisions. The higher the credit score,
the less risk the lender will see in the individual
borrowing the money. The most popular method
of computing a credit score is known as "FICO"
and was created by Fair Isaac Corporation. Lenders
may refer to your credit score as your "FICO

score." FICO scores range from 300 to 850, with
850 being the best. Credit scores are typically not
free, but may be purchased for a small additional
amount when pulling your credit report at www.
AnnualCreditReport.com. However, as a student,
you are entided to a free credit report and score at the
Student Financial Education Services Office.
Many people ask why they need credit, especially
since they are just in college. Credit is used for many
things in todays society. Credit is usually required
for opening a credit card account, applying for
residence in an apartment complex, purchasing a
home, getting loans (including student loans) and
even by employers.
Any company extending money or resources to
you will be very interested in how you are to repay
that money, and will likely look to one of the three
main credit bureaus to understand your financial
history.
So you may be wondering, do 1 have credit? If
you have never had a credit card, mortgage, loan
(including student loans), car payment or medical
bill in your name, then you may not have credit.
If you do not have credit, there is no better time to
start than while you are in college. If you do not have
credit, you may find it more difficult, or impossible,
to open a credit card account or even to get a loan
or mortgage.
If you have no credit or a low credit score,
lenders will often charge a higher interest rate on the
money borrowed in order to compensate them for
the increased risk you are to them of possibly not
repaying the debt.

Clemson offers free credit advice and
Student Financial Education Services is a free
financial advising service offered to Clemson students
and is located in The Union, Office 805. If you
would like any more information on credit, advice on

scores upon request.
improving or starting to build your credit, or for us to
pull your credit report and score for free, please stop
by our office or set up an appointment by contacting
us at SFESl@demson.edu or (864) 656-7337.

Marching for life
Clemson's Students for Life joined thousands of others in
the nation's capital to protest current abortion laws.
OLIVIA ELSWICK
STAFF WRITER

9
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WASHINGTON, D.C Jan. 22, 2012 — Clemson
University's Students for Life Club traveled to Washington
D.C. to participate in the annual Youth Rally and Mass for
Life, and the March for Life.
The group of eight joined more than 250,000 pro-life
supporters in the march past Capitol Hill, the National Mall
and the Supreme Court building.
"Participating in the March for Life 2012 was a truly
wonderful experience," said member Meg O'Sell. "It was
inspiring to see the miles of people all coming together to
support such a worthy cause. I am grateful to have had the
opportunity to participate in an event that not only changes
attitudes, but lives."
Upon arrival at the nations capitol, the club participated
in the National Prayer Vigil for Life at the Basilica of the
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception. The following

morning, Jan. 23, the students gathered in the Verizon Center
for the Youth Rally and Mass for Life, which featured musical
artists such as Jackie Francois, Joia Farmer, and the Jacob and
Matthew Band. More than 20,000 people were present at
the Verizon Center, and another 10,000 pro-life supporters
gathered at the D.C. Armory.
Following the mass, the crowd marched through the
streets of Washington carrying banners and signs showing their
support for the pro-life movement.
"It was so inspirational and moving to see hundreds of
thousands of people come out to D.C. to support a cause
they truly believed was meaningful and just," said Students for
Life member Devin Gibson. The Students for Life marched
throughout the city for several hours before heading back to
Clemson.
Any Clemson student or Upstate area resident who would
like to join Clemson University's Students for Life can contact
Olivia Elswick at oelswic@clemson.edu or join the Facebook
group, "Clemson Students for Life."

ilswick joined more than 250,000 pro-life supporters on Capitol Mi

Olivia Elswick, Lauren Tate and Justin Mohr joim
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Tigri Scientifica: Using the Pill and Losing the Thrill
RACHEL WASYLYK
STAFF WRITER

Could birth control affect the success of
your future marriage? A study published in the
October 2011 issue of "Proceedings of the Royal
Society" tested differences in relationship quality
and survival based on women's oral contraceptive
habits. It was found that women who are on
the pill when they meet their mate are typically
both less sexually satisfied and have a reduced
attraction for their husband later in life. However,
these same women are more satisfied with their
spouse's ability to care for the family. Since 82
percent of American women have used birth
control at one point in time, researchers wonder
how far the impact of oral contraceptive habits
could conceivably reach.
Scientists from the United Kingdom collected
data from more than 2,500 women who had at
least one child with their spouse. The sample
included women that did and did not consume
oral contraceptives before their marriage. Taking
these pills shifts hormone levels in the body. The
shifts from these hormonal contraceptives lead to
different mate preferences. Patterns can be seen
between women on and off the pill, as well as
before and after taking the contraceptive.
When women are on the pill, their hormone
levels mimic those of pregnant women. This
causes them to choose a companion who is
genetically similar in specific areas. This is because/
someone who is already pregnant is typically
looking for a husband that has similar child-

rearing habits as themselves, and will provide care
for the offspring. On the other hand, a woman
who is not on the pill will subconsciously be
looking for genetically dissimilar partners. This
is because they seek genetic variability in order to
produce the most viable offspring.
The problem with this contraceptive-induced
shift arises after marriage, when the women stop
taking the pill. Without the modified levels of
hormones, the women's preferences may shift,
causing a change in her opinions of her spouse.
However, researchers have not determined if this
change is primarily positive or negative.
Overall, women who were originally taking
an oral contraceptive when they met their mate
were later found to be sexually dissatisfied with
their relationships. These women reported both
lower attraction and sexual satisfaction with
their spouse. Even though these could be small
changes, they may have further implications in
the marriage — including eventual divorce. In
the relationships that had used oral contraceptives
and didn't last, the women were more likely to
end the marriage than their husbands.
However, the same women who had been
taking oral contraceptives were more satisfied
with their companion's paternal abilities and
relationship commitment — leading to an
average of longer marriages. Research suggests
that this is due to the changed preferences in
genetic compatibility. Women taking an oral
contraceptive were more responsive to social
cues — choosing men with greater wealth or
intelligence. These men were better able to

Oral contraceptives could lead to sexual dissatisfaction for women, but longer marriages
provide for their families. In addition, the women
put less emphasis on facial masculinity. It has
been found that less masculine males have lower
testosterone levels and are less likely to cheat on
their wives.
A woman's spouse preference can be impacted
by oral contraceptives taken prior to a marriage.
While women on birth control are less likely to
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Carolina and how to create an
entrepreneurial environment. The
CU-ICAR auditorium was filled to
capacity with more than 300 business
leaders, entrepreneurs and influential
community members.
Hosted by Clemson's Arthur M.
Spiro Institute for Entrepreneurial
Leadership and Richard H. Pennell
Center for Real Estate Development,
the summit discussed topics such
as "Building an Entrepreneurial
Culture" and "Being Creative During
Difficult Times." The last two panels
featured a "Conversation with The
Honorable Nikki R. Haley" and a
CEO panel Q-and-A session.
One of the main themes of the
conference came from a quote by
Thomas Friedman, the acclaimed New
York Times columnist. According to
Friedman, the most economically
thriving of cities will "combine a
university, an educated populace, a
dynamic business community and
the fastest broadband connections on
earth. These will be the job factories
of the future." President Barker was
included in the "Entrepreneurship
Panel," providing an educational
aspect to the summit.
In the above equation, both
Clemson University and Furman
provide the setting for a "job
factory" in Greenville. Barker noted
that Clemson can contribute to
the economic system by providing
new talent for the economy, giving
students an opportunity to engage
with the economy and community,
while promoting an infrastructure
that creating the entrepreneurship.
Creative Inquiries, he believes are one
of the ways Clemson is promoting
creativity on campus.

be sexually satisfied with their mate, they are
more likely to be satisfied with their partner's
provisions and commitment.
In general, this research has large implications
for today's widespread use of contraceptives.
It's interesting how something as small and
seemingly harmless as a pill can cause such a large
effect on relationship outcomes.

"We need to focus on giving
students the education, the experience
and the confidence to change the
world," Barker said.
Others commented that an
entrepreneurial economic system
relies on persistence, creativity and
teamwork.
Numerous
panelists
stressed the importance of an
innovative brainstorming team that
was not afraid of taking risks.
Leighton Cubbage with Serrus
Partners noted the difficulty of
becoming an entrepreneur, but
repeated that success comes with
never giving up.
"You have to see it before you can
achieve it," Cubbage said. "We have a
society that disdains losing so much,
many people are afraid to try."
Later in the discussions, real
estate leaders commented on the
difficulties that came with the 2008
recession. Mayor Knox White and
other panelists underscored the need
to embrace the hard times with the
good.
Mayor White reminded the
audience
of the
construction
of the Swamp Rabbit Trail and
the Cleveland Park renovations,
Greenville's attempts to climb out of
the hard times. Needless to say, both
were wildly successful and have made
Greenville a major tourist attraction
in the Southeast.
Midway through the afternoon,
Haley ignited the audience with her
usual speech starter, "It's a great day
to be in South Carolina."
Haley reiterated her top priorities
for the state while also allotting time
for questions from the audience.
Her main goal, she said, is to create
a pro-business economy in South
Carolina in order to increase jobs for
her constituents.

By reducing DHEC and other
regulations deemed "too slow and
political," she hopes to speed up
the process for the creation of new
business and therefore more jobs
for South Carolinians. A trained
workforce and maintaining low union
rates are also top priorities for Haley.
"I'm just taking care of the
business we already have," Haley said.
"We still have a lot of work to do,
but there's a light at the end of the
tunnel."
During the Q-and-A session,
concerns were raised regarding the new
merit-based formula to be enforced in
state funding of Universities. Haley
explained the new formula would
be merit-based, giving schools the
incentive to raise standards for more
funding.
Following the Governor's speech,
four CEO's from the Upstate and
abroad were brought on stage to
give advice to the students in the
audience. Most encouraged students
to take a first job where they will
learn the most, not necessarily the
highest paying. Other suggestions
were to travel as much as possible,
get the highest degree attainable,
think creatively and always maintain
a passion for learning.
Stephanie Hawkins, a Clemson
University graduate in City Planning
and current masters student in the
Real Estate Development program,
enjoyed the conference and felt
empowered to be creative in her field.
"I think that the people that
weren't already on the verge of being
an entrepreneur, this (summit) really
pushed them over," Hawkins said.
"And for people who were ready to
go out and get a job or do their own
thing, this made them want to do it
even more."
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Student health insurance mandate

'I

Affordable Care Act will require Clemson students to purchase health insurance.
KEVIN KEITH
STAFF WRITER

Amongst the fiery debate rejuvenated by
the recent onslaught of presidential primaries
and caucuses, Clemson University officials are
reviewing the current policies surrounding
University-provided health insurance.
New federal regulations imposed by the
Affordable Care Act will require all Clemson
University students to have health insurance by
2014.
"Currently, proof of health insurance is not
required for undergraduate students, though
Federal law will make coverage mandatory
in 2014," says Clemson Graduate Student
Government Secretary* of Health and Student
Services Elspeth Murday. The only student
populations currently offered University health
insurance are graduate and international students.
"Proof of health insurance is required for
all graduate and foreign students as part of an

I

effort to attract and retain competitive applicants
by offering an inexpensive plan," Murday said.
"Many graduate and professional students choose
a university based on benefits like a good health
insurance plan."
Other institutions throughout the region are
also beginning to make similar changes to the
structure and scope of their own university health
insurance programs.
"All North Carolina schools now require
student coverage because it makes the price
so inexpensive," Murday said. "Georgia is also
making the shift to comply with 2014 regulations,
and most Georgia schools (for example, Emory)
already require proof of insurance."
Current Health Sciences senior Zak James
believes it is an unfair regulation when considering
that standard civilians can opt out of the system
by paying a small federal fee.
"I do not believe that it should be mandated
that a student be required to purchase health
insurance to attend university when a civilian
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"NOW IT'S ALL ABOUT SEIZING THE
MOMENT." - DEION BRANCH, WIDE
RECEIVER FOR THE NEW ENGLAND
PATRIOTS, PREPARING TO PLAY IN HIS
THIRD SUPER BOWL.
"I WANT TO CONTINUE TO USE AND
LOVE THE PRODUCTS YOU MAKE...
BUT I ALSO WANT TO KNOW THAT...
IT'S NOT AT THE COST OF HORRIBLE
HUMAN SUFFERING." - MARK SHIELDS,
A WASHINGTON RESIDENT WHO
WROTE AN OPEN LETTER TO APPLE
AND STARTED A PETITION ASKING
THE COMPANY TO INTERVENE IN
THE REPORTEDLY DANGEROUS AND
UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES AT CHINESE
FACTORIES IN THE COMPANY'S
SUPPLIER CHAIN.
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"THE CHINESE HAVE CHEATED."
-SHERROD BROWN, DEMOCRAT
SENATOR OF OHIO AND LEADER OF THE
COALITION OF U.S. LABOR UNIONS,
DEMOCRATIC POLITICIANS AND TRADEADVOCACY GROUPS THAT HAS ACCUSED
BEIJING OF UNFAIRLY SUBSIDIZING
CHINESE AUTO-PARTS MAKERS.

I

"THE IRANIANS ARE DELIBERATELY
DRIFTING INTO WHAT WE CALL AN
IMMUNITY ZONE, WHERE PRACTICALLY
NO SURGICAL OPERATION COULD BLOCK
THEM." - EHUD BARAK, ISRAELI
DEFENSE MINISTER, CALLING FOR EVEN
TOUGHER SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAN
ON ITS NUCLEAR PROGRAM, SAYING
TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR THE WORLD
TO ACT.

may opt to pursue the provision for a less
expensive penalty fee," James said. "We would
be further hindering an already frail public
education system."
Murday, however, believes the coming
changes will only be for the better.
"Students who already have insurance can
waive out — if parents already cover a student on
their policy, that family won't have to pay a single
cent more," Murdays said. "The requirement
would not make school more expensive for
everyone, only allow disadvantaged students a
chance to become insured and protect them until
they can finish their degree."
Currently, graduate and foreign students pay
around $850 for coverage during the spring and
summer, from January to August. This provides
for basic health care coverage. But currently,
about 20 percent of Clemson undergraduates,
or around 3,200 people, are uninsured. These
individuals are thus in danger of a single accident
or illness ending their academic careers.

Hunter's Glen Apartments
Convenience. Affordability. Comfort. Hunter's Glen has the location
you've been looking for, the amenities you desire, and the
conveniences that your active schedule demands.

FREE BASIC CABLE
On a 12 Month Lease

NO Security Deposit
$125 per person non-refundable Move In Fee; $35 App Fee
PETS ALLOWED: $250 per pet non-refundable Move In Fee:
125 monthly Pet Fee

Rental Rates
1 Bed/1 Bath

Amenities & Features:
I
Swimming Pool
Tennis Court
Picnic Area
24/7 Fitness
24/7 Laundry
CAT Bus Red
Route
24/7 Emergency
Maintenance
On-Site Management Office &
Clubhouse

♦ Wood-Burning
Fireplaces
♦ Screened-ln
Porches
♦ Fully Furnished
Kitchens
♦ Ceiling Fans
♦ Washer/Dryer
Connections
♦ Short Term
Leases starting
in August

,

T

690 ft2

Bring your campus home with

2 Bed/2 Bath
990 ft2
3 Bed/2 Bath

$895

1100 ft2
*Water/Sewer & Trash Included*

1

Direct Connection to Clemson's Sewer
Available Summer 2012

(864) 654-0058 0 huntersglen@cjmanagement.com 0 cjapts.com
or check us out on ApartmentFinder.com
y-iHi
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Program promotes businesses
A new, immersive MBA concentration makes student business ideas into realities.
SCOTTIE WHITELEY
NEWS EDITOR

Clemson University has introduced a new
MBA program that is purposely designed to
encourage the creation and development of
new businesses.
As an initiative of Clemson's College of
Business and Behavioral Science, the new
one-year program will incorporate finance,
marketing, human resources and management
knowledge with immersive, entrepreneurialbased coursework.
"We are really excited by the new MBA
in Entrepreneurship and Innovation. We
believe that it has the potential of being a
groundbreaking program that truly helps
students with a passion for creating their
own business, while earning an MBA, too,"
said David Wyman, associate director of the
Arthur M. Spiro Institute for Entrepreneurial
Leadership. Students entering the new
graduate program will work with instructors
and advisors to learn the necessary skills to
develop a business plan, secure seed capital
and obtain legal incorporation for identified
concepts.
Students begin with an idea and graduate
with an incorporated business and their
MBA degree.

Associate Dean of the College of Business
and Behavioral Science Gregory Pickett
explained the goals of the program.
"We wanted to give students an avenue
to start their own business while earning
their MBA," he said. "The MBA degree has
traditionally been a degree that is focused
on individual advancement in corporations
and large organizations, and this is a slightly
different endeavor where we provide core
management knowledge with a focus on
developing your own business."
Plans for this unique MBA program at
Clemson have been in the works for some
time now.
"I've been the director of the MBA
program and the Spiro Institute for about two
years, and we have been talking about how
best to do this for about the last 18 months,"
Pickett said. "We've been through all of the
administrative processes: getting it approved
by the University and the Commission of
Higher Education; that took a little bit of
time, but those approvals were secured, so
this is now a new concentration in our MBA
program."
Students in the program will have
direct access to a world-class mentorship
network, incorporation and digital marketing
assistance, and opportunities to pitch to

"angel fund" investors — individuals who
provide capital for business start-ups.
"It is going to be competitive," Pickett said
of the program. "We are going to maintain a
pretty small cohort of about 25 students, but
it could be a little more than that."
"The goal is to have this engaging,
immersive experience where the students are
exposed to not only great graduate education
in the classroom, but have experiences
together outside of the classroom that
extend their education," he said. Pickett
explained some of the great opportunities
these students will have, including internships
and entrepreneurial research networks."We're
going to have a series of studio lunches where
they continue to learn to develop their own
website, or [handle] legal issues related to
intellectual property, or a variety of things
that will be helpful to them as they open their
own business," he said.
Wyman
highlights:

up

the

program

Real World Start-Ups — Graduate ready
to launch your own 100-percent-owned
business. In a partnership with Nelson
Mullins, all firms will be legally registered for
you in S.C.
Investor Road Show — The May term
culminates in an investor "Road Show" where

ACR from page Al
while construction was underway. The 16,000 square
foot house has a maximum living capacity of 40 but only
29 brothers currently reside in it.
The new house has some additional safety precautions
to help minimize the chances of another fire, including a
sprinkler system and fireproofing.
"Every wall is fireproofed. Every ceiling between
every floor is fireproof. I don't think it's going to burn
down again," said Belding, who was clearly proud of the
efforts they had put in to designing their new quarters.
The project was led by Jeff Mitchell with MEP
Engineering and was built by Hogan Construction.
Hogan Construction also worked on the West End
Zone, among other projects for Clemson. "We picked
them because they were affiliated with the University,"
Phillips said.
The fraternity seems to be very happy with their new
living situation. "I'm very satisfied with how it turned
out," Judson said.

summed

New safety precautions are in place to avoid problems

you pitch your business plans with cash prizes
totaling $40,000. Students also have the
opportunity to meet angel capital investors
and pitch to S.C. Launch for seed capital of
up to $200,000.
Cohort
Based
Program
—
Only
25 students will be accepted to ensure a
personalized business experience. Classes are
team taught by world-class professors and
entrepreneurs for a dual learning experience.
Experiential
Curriculum — Learn
accounting
fundamentals,
term
sheet
financing, legal structure, rapid prototyping,
technological innovations, and search engine
optimization, and apply these lessons to your
own start-up venture.

I

Entrepreneurial Resource Network —
3:1 mentor-to-student ratio. A community
of 75 business leaders and entrepreneurs
provide real world expertise for our 25 startup entrepreneurs.
The College of Business and Behavioral
Science plans to welcome the first class of
students to the program in June 2012.
"We think it's pretty novel, and we're very
excited about it. I hope it's very competitive;
I hope it gets a lot of interest," Pickett said.
For more information or to apply
to
the program,
students
can visit
www.clemson.edu/mba.

HOUSING from page Al

did their part to make sure this was
taken care of.

cameras and student patrol, some
of the responsibility lies in the
hands of the students themselves.
Students have to look out for one
another and make sure they notify
the people in charge if something
or someone seems dangerous.
"[T] hat's the key, the security
systems work as long as the people
that live there uphold them as
well," Hallenbeck said. There is
only so much that the school can
do for the students and sometimes
they have to be the ones to go the
extra mile to protect one another.
Cases like these are "pretty rare"
according to Hallenbeck, but the
school, the students, the police
and the housing department all

Students do however let other
students into the building more
often and "to say that Clemson
students don't tailgate in to go
visit friends -and others, "that
happens more often I would guess,"
Hallenbeck said. "In a case where
somebody's actually arrested and
taken out of the building, that's
pretty rare."
"[I]n this case, the good news
is when you have a community
like that and somebody looks
out of place, they went and got
the RA and the RA immediately
called the police and the police
immediately came so it all worked
out," Hallenbeck said. Job well

s

done, RA.

The new house is 16,000 square feet and has the capacity to house 40 of the A5aTan!nSffffoS
Manning Hall houses freshmen women in a prime campus location.
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT
VLADIMIR MATIC DRAWS FROM HIS DIPLOMATIC EXPERIENCE TO DISCUSS AMERICA'S ROLE IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
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BRETT MILLS
EDITOR IN CHEIF

After resigning in protest from the post
of Assistant Federal Minister of Yugoslavia in
1993, Vladmir Matic has been a highly sought
expert on European and Balkan affairs to
multple governments and academic institutions.
He has taught at Clemson since 1996.
You're leading a roundtable on foreign
policy and American exceptionalism.
How would you define exceptionalism
in America?
It has to do with what we call the character
of a nation: the mindset of Americans. And
I'm going to start with the establishment of a
nation. The United States is the only country
which was established as a democracy. I teach
about comparative or European politics, and
I teach about the United Kingdom, Fiance
and Germany. These are countries which
are great democracies today, and they got
to that in different ways. Great Britain look
eight centuries to reach where they are now.
In France it took a number of revolutions,
counterrevolutions and bloodshed to come
to that level of democracy. In Germany it's
different. They have no tradition: it was
imposed on them after the Second World
War based on circumstances. But Americans
established a democracy. It was established by
people who fled because of a lack of religious
or other freedoms. And this is what made
Americans so special. This, is the foundation
of American exceptionalism because pretty
much every American believes that as a
nation, we are exceptional and there is nobody
like us. If you ask the French, they think the
same and live the same.
The Greeks as well. If you go to Greece
and listen to them talk about their ancient
history - the Parthenon, the monuments and
everything - they believe truly that everything
we have achieved in Western civilization is
based on that. Not only that Greece was the
cradle of Western civilization, it's more than
that. And they are still after 24 centuries so
proud of that, which makes them feel superior
to others.

What role would you say that is
playing in Greece's current economic
difficulties?
They don't want to face the reality. They
simply do not want to accept that in the past
10 years that they were spending money
which did not exist, dug themselves in a
deep hole, and have to start getting out and
making what they consider to be sacrifices.
I don't think there is any country - at leastin the northern hemisphere - with so many
companies and institutions established by the
government. There you have thousands of
people employed who are doing nothing and
enjoying all the benefits of a welfare state. And
these people certainly don't want to accept the
reality that they're losing a job or if not that
their salary is being sharply decreased.
They don't want to accept that they
will have to start doing what we consider
normal here: paying taxes. They didn't pay
taxes before; they simply ignored it and
nobody enforced it. This is one of the major
challenges now.
How do you impose it on a people who
never did it and got away with it, not by
machinations but simply because nobody
went after them. They don't feel it is their
obligation. They don't think they have to
make a contribution in that way. They simply
do not have that concept that you cannot have
all the benefits without paying for them. Don't
go to Greece before they solve their problems;
A public is not always rational. Take the
American public for example. When it comes
to elections, the majority — usually about twothirds [of the population] — wants a number
of social programs and other programs to be
strengthened and enhanced. But they also
want more programs and want them to be
better, which means better funding. And at
the same time you want two-thirds who want
to lower taxes. So how do you reconcile this?
It's either/or: you cannot have both.
President Eisenhower won ' the election
by promising lower taxes and a buildup of
military power in the United States. And
when he got into the White House, he realized
that he couldn't do that. He didn't want to

betray the American public and the voters
who had elected him, so he devised a new
doctrine putting an emphasis on nuclear
weapons.
To produce a nuclear weapon is not
that expensive. To keep it maintaining costs
relatively little. To have manpower to increase
the size of the army, to have soldiers and equip
them, train them, have barracks for them
and everything, that is a lot of money. And
this is how Eisenhower fulfilled his promise.
He made America stronger through military
buildup, and he reduced the taxes.
Can you explain to me your decision to
resign from your post in the Yugoslav
government in 1993?

it to you in a nutshell. First of all, Yugoslavia
was in the formal process of disintegration.
The capital of Yugoslavia was in Belgrade,
and this was at the same time the capital of
Serbia, which is now an independent state.
The Serbian leader Milosevic simply said
that since the federal administration was
there, it was something that he could take
over. He had a policy which officially was
to maintain Yugoslavia, to keep it together.
Actually his policy was to carve out parts of
other republics — Yugoslavia consisted of six
republics and two provinces - to carve out
parts of other republics where Serbs were the
majority in order to create a greater Serbia.
This is what Croatian leaders were doing
as well. The problem was that this Greater
Serbia, Croatia or whatever overlapped.
In the center of Yugoslavia was Bosnia,
which was a republic with no majority. It
was about 42 percent Muslims. 32 percent
Serbs and 20 percent Croats, and they lived
mixed in the. whole region. So how do you
carve out? How do you divide it? By transfer
of population. Who is willing to accept that
in today's world? Nobody. And these people
had lived there for centuries, especially in
the countryside. 1 visited some parts of the
region a long time before the process of
disintegration began, and I know they were
proud peasants in the countryside.

They would show you a modest house
made of stones and tell you that this was
built by their great-great-greal-grcat-grcat
grandfather in the 17th or 18th century.
They didn't want to move. So what do
you do? You cannot use the military force
because it would be too open and would
be immediately condemned. So you form
paramilitary formations, for which the slate is
not responsible.
They go there, burn a few houses, kill
a few people in the most horrific way. They
wouldn't just cut their throats, they would
burn them alive in their houses. Everybody
else gets so scared that the following day they
pack up whatever they can carry and move
out And they go wherever their group is a
majority because they will feel secure only
there.
This is how you achieve moving people.
Sixty percent of the total population of
Bosnia left their homes and became refugees.
Sixty percent. Injustice was done to every
nationality by their leaders.
And this was a sort of clandestine
operation that was done by the Serbian and
Croatian governments. (I was not in the
Croatian government, so I cannot really speak
on that.) And I certainly could not stand
behind that and defend it and explain it to
representatives of other countries. Yet this
was something I was expected to explain
and provide some understanding for the
representatives in Belgrade at the time, which
put me in an impossible situation of which I
did not see any end or any option other than

Professor Matic will be leading a roundtable
discussion entitled "An/eric the Great? Foriegn
Policy and American Exceptionalism " on Feb.
7 at 7 p.m. in the Pearce Center (located on
the first floor of Daniel Hall). His talk mil be
the first of Clemson's "Thoughts Worth Thinking" four-part lecture series.
Read the extended interview online at
www.tigemews.com
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Classifications
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

100

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

Office Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

HELP WANTED

If you're looking to spend this summer outdoors, have fun while you work
and make lifelong friends, then look no further.
Camp Mataponi, a children's summer camp, has positions available in
Land Sports (lacrosse, soccer, basketball, Softball, volleyball, field hockey),
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing, waterskiing, life guarding, WSI, boat
drivers), Ropes Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts & Crafts, Theater,
Dance, Gymnastics, Video, Photography, Nurses, Maintenance, Cooking,
and more. Top salaries plus room/board and travel provided.
Call us today, 561-748-3684 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

How to Place a Classified Ad

Deadline
3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2167
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com

Payment Methods

Classified Ad Rates
Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
300

FOR RENT

Condo at Crawford Falls, 4 Bedrooms,
4 Baths, all appliances (including washer
and dryer), granite
countertops, Great Rental income while
maintaining safe, stable residency for
your son or daughter. Buy now for the
2012-13 school year! For more info,
contact Patricia Wabler 937-239-8098
or Susie Kohout at Carolina Real Estate,
864-303-8070.

900

PERSONALS

The couch can be a lonely place. But
sometimes it's not. And those sometimes
are when you are there. If you have a
way with words and aTI-83, you know
you're my man. I can't wait to be with
you in the city of rain. But the real
question is ... Who is Pams Jim? Could
it be the man through the lens ... or
should we contra dance to the break of
day? The saga continues ...
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Should
voters
need IDs?
Last May, Gov. Nikki Haley signed into law a
proposal to make South Carolina voters present
a government-issued photo ID at the polls. In
December, the Obama administration blocked this law,
alleging that it threatened the right to vote of many
South Carolinians who do not possess driver's licenses or
other valid photo IDs. Civil rights groups have expressed
support forthe Obamaadministration's actions, as more than
a third of South Carolina's minorities who are registered
to vote do not have driver's licenses. Nonetheless,
Haley has stood by the law and pledged to fight back
against the federal government's intervention, saying that
it is "the will of the people — that we want to protect the
integrity of our voting process."
Who is in the right? Would requiring voters to
present identification take away citizens' right to
vote, or would it strengthen that right by preventing
voter fraud? While we at The Tiger understand where
both sides are coming from, we stand with Haley on
this issue — making voters show an ID would protect,
not assail, our voting rights.
Let us consider the argument made against voter
IDs. If, as critics assert, numerous citizens are unable
to acquire the needed IDs due to their financial
constraints, then surely this law would violate their
right to vote and would undermine our system of democratic
elections. However, this is not the case. Potential voters
may not be able to obtain driver's licenses, passports
or other such forms of ID on account of their financial
situation, but the law permits such voters to get a
free voter registration card with a photo by presenting
their birth certificates. Hence, any eligible citizens who
truly desire to vote will be able to. regardless of how
much money they have.
Still, critics could argue that the hassle of
getting a special voter registration card would be a
deterrent to voters. We do not deny that there is a
bit of work involved in this process, but there is not

Emilio Cerra

**

^

Do you think a photo ID
should be required to vote?

"Yes, because it's
not like it's hard to
get one, and it would
encourage more
people to get IDs."

enough effort demanded to outweigh the benefits
of the law.
After all, the right to vote is accompanied by the
responsibility to take this right seriously. Voters should
take the time to learn about the candidates they are voting
between prior to entering the polls, for if voters are
uninformed and vote randomly our elected officials may
as well be selected by flipping coins. So, if we accept that
voters should be willing to invest some time in the voting
process, why is it unreasonable to expect voters to use
their birth certificates to get voter registration cards with
photographs? It is not an excessively taxing process, and
citizens who are unwilling to go through it clearly do not
appreciate the responsibilities that accompany their rights.
Granted, it is desirable to make the burdens imposed
on citizens who wish to exercise their right to vote
as even as possible, but other factors necessitate that
some voters do slightly more work than others. For
instance, it is harder for the voter who lives several
miles from the nearest polling location .to vote than
for the voter who lives within meters of that same
poll. However, since going to the residence of every
eligible voter to collect their votes would be incredibly
expensive and a logistical nightmare, we choose to set up
polling places and make voters travel uneven distances to
cast their ballots.
Likewise, though it would be nice if no one had
to do more work than anyone else to register to vote,
it would be even better if the impact of the votes that
people go through the trouble of casting was not lessened
by voter fraud.
The world would be a wonderful place if people all
played by the rules of society and did not try to exploit the
system for their own personal benefit, but it is not such a
place. Sadly, the world of politics is even less so. Unless
reasonable precautions are taken, people will abuse the
voting system and prevent our democratic elections from
revealing the true will of the populace.

Robert Powell

"Yes, because you
have instances of
people voting multiple
times, and people who
are pronounced dead
voting; this would
stop that."

Holly Ryder

"Yes, since some
people are voting in
place of other people,
and people who aren't
citizens have an easier
time getting in to cheat
the system."

In the 2000 presidential election, George W. Bush
won Florida by a margin of about 900 votes, giving him
the electoral votes he needed to take the presidency.
This example is not raised to suggest that Bush beat Al
Gore in Florida due to voter fraud, but rather to show the
significance that a few hundred votes can have. If a few
hundred votes can determine the outcome of an election,
then a few hundred fraudulent votes could put into office
a candidate who the public did not elect.
The illegal actions of a few corrupt individuals
should not determine the fate of our nation. Yet, corrupt
individuals exist and lax security at polls gives these
people plenty of opportunity to exert a tremendous
influence over our government. A law requiring
voters to show photo IDs reduces this opportunity and
makes it harder for fraudsters to change the course .
of our elections.
Would this law eliminate all voter fraud? No, but it
would constitute a large step in that direction, and in so
doing it would justify the small inconvenience it would
place on those who do not currently have governmentissued photo IDs. The minimal hindrance to exercising
the right to vote the law might cause is far more than
outweighed by the additional force it gives our votes
by reducing voter fraud, for every fraudulent vote cast
cancels out one legitimate vote.
Democratic elections are an essential aspect of our
nation, and protecting their integrity is of the utmost
importance. Voter IDs would help to shield our elections
from unlawful interference, and we should not allow
misinformed notions that voter IDs are not accessible to
all citizens prevent us from benefiting from this added
security. If every vote counts, we must ensure that every
vote cast is legitimate.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written by the opinions
editor and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial hoard.
In representing the majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
the individual view of any particular member.

Samantha Tirone

"Yes, it should so
people don't abuse
the privilege of
voting."

Ricky Sease

"Yes, a photo ID
should be needed
in order to vote to
prevent identity
fraud and allow a fair
election."

Want to share your
opinion? Just select
the QR code with
your smartphone or
QR code reader app to
take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook
page. Type your
thoughts on the issue
this week and view
others' comments.
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Do you believe in
the future of Apple?
MEGAN MADDEN

Columnist

-

Something groundbreaking has happened this week —
do not worry, it has nothing to do with the marital status
of Kim Kardashian. She did, however, repeatedly
defend her continued use of a BlackBerry for much of 2011,
only to tweet this on Jan. 6: "I can't believe I'm saying this!
But I'm kinda obsessed w my iPhone ..." Given that the
California-based company sold 70 million iPhones in 2011,1
suspect many of you may share her sentiments.
On Jan. 24, Apple, Inc. reported its highest quarterly
revenue and earnings ever. The reported revenue for the
company's first quarter, spanning 14 weeks and ending
Dec. 31, 2011, was $46.33 billion with $13.06 billion of
that being pure profit. How do these numbers compare to
last year's counterparts? The first quarter last year saw
revenue of $26.74 billion with net profit of $6 billion. It is
hard to believe that, despite these figures, many people doubt
Apple's ability to sustain its momentum. In a climate that
demands technology be constantly improving and updating,
can Apple take the heat?
Since CEO Steve Jobs' death last October, the world has
been waiting with bated breath for some insight as to the
future of one the world's leading corporations. After seeing
what happened to the corporation sans-Jobs in the '90s, when

it was struggling with lackluster performance and failing
CEOs, it is only natural to assume the same could happen
again. Without Jobs around infamously revealing to us what
we want before we want it, will Apple maintain its status
as the best?
In addition to their quarterly stats, Apple is apparently
sitting on $97.6 billion dollars in cash. Dennis Berman of
The Wall Street Journal said this figure was "more than the
worth of all but 52 companies worldwide." While Apple
certainly cannot rely on its current products to carry it
through for long, could these record-breaking figures be just
what it takes to alleviate some of the trepidation surrounding
the future of a post-Jobs Apple?
Perhaps my current collegiate surroundings have me
blinded from reality, but from where I sit, I see MacBook
Pros, iPods, iPhones and iPads everywhere. I bet many
Clemson students and faculty, myself included, have an
iPhone today when a year ago they did not. In the past year,
I have been in multiple classes where either the professor
or a speaker commented on the shocking number of Apple
icon-clad computers that were staring back at them. Aside
from their obviously superior looks and ease of use, Apple
products have a certain air about them. Aside from academia,
many companies are beginning to adopt systems that outfit
their employees with iPhones and iPads, and it was recently
reported that iTunes alone had higher revenues than the
entirety of Yahoo! for one quarter.
Forbes recently reported about G Adventures, a company

From the
Editor's Desk...
KARLLYKKEN

Opinions Editor

I
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Charles Dudley Warner once said, "Everybody
complains about the weather, but nobody does
anything about it" In this way, what is true of the
weather is true of a multitude of aspects of our lives,
society and world.
We worry over our troubled stocks and bank accounts
when the economy stutters, but we do little to fix the root
problems with it. We deplore how none of the major political
candidates truly represent us, yet we do not vote for the
better but less prominent candidates. We grumble about how
Americans are falling behind in education, but we propose no
promising educational reforms.
Unfortunately, when we are faced with complex
problems, we tend to leave it up to others to resolve
them. This is only natural, as grappling with
challenging problems may result in failure and will
almost definitely be a laborious, time-consuming
process. However, if everyone employs this strategy,
then no one actually solves the problems. Granted, there
are a dedicated few who take the initiative to try to come
up with and implement solutions, but the burden we
leave them with is too much to bear.
This issue is not unique to Clemson Tigers
or even college students in general, but it is one that
college students are in a great position to go about
changing and one I would like to see Clemson take
the lead on. College is a place for seeking the kind of
deep understandings that are needed to resolve intricate
quandaries, and we have a plethora of resources

at our disposal for researching the troubles that
plague our society.
You might be turned off by the very suggestion that you
should take on a national or global problem for two reasons.
First, you may think that you are far too busy to even consider
doing such a thing. While I understand where you are
coming from when you have such thoughts — I am writing
this article at4a.m.,afterall — I encourage you to reconsider.
After you graduate, your life is unlikely to get easier or less
busy. If you keep waiting for your schedule to clear up, you
may well be waiting for the grave. Thus, there is no time
like the present
Now, you might be disinclined to start trying to
save the world for a different reason, namely self-doubt.
You may think that you are not smart, resourceful or
gritty enough to make a significant impact, and I cannot
honestly tell you any different You may well not have
what it takes, but you will never know if you do not
make an effort. If we as individuals are unwilling to risk
failure, then we as a society will not succeed. We need
the contributions of every person capable of contributing
if we are to fix the crippling issues that threaten our
country and planet.
Do your part. Find a crisis that concerns you and
do your best to solve it You can start by meeting with
professors in relevant fields and visiting the library to
figure out what you can do. You can be content with
failing in a grand venture, but not with simply wliining
about a problem you have not tried to solve. So, the
next time the weather is too dry, do not complain — do
a rain dance.
is a sophomore majoring in mathematical
sciences. Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
KARL LYKKEN

t

using exclusively Apple products to keep tabs on its nearly
1,500 employees who are working all across the globe —
not just sitting at desks; these people are trekking across
Antarctica. Claiming that competitors' products "can't keep
up" with their movement, this is just one of many company's
moving to iOS.
Despite gaining ground in the business world, what does
the threat of Google's Android mean for Apple? Its open
platform is less limiting than Apple's, but with this comes
a concern about security. At the end of the day, I think
Android is a close competitor, but it is probably too new on
the scene to accurately predict its future. Apple has a fairly
solid reputation for quality and surely has the resources to
overcome the loss of its iconic leader and stay ahead.
For many of you, these financial figures and promising
anecdotes are not enough to convince you that Apple's future
is assured. Without Jobs' creative influence, the company's
continued ability to produce innovative technologies is a
cause for concern. For me, Apple is here to stay. I cannot
imagine ever again owning a PC or BlackBerry. A biased
or naive outlook perhaps, but I am confident that Apple
has enough supporters to stay on top. As their quarterly
revenue shows, they have done well to create an interminable
demand for their products. Not convinced? Perhaps you
could ask Siri.
MEGAN MADDEN is a senior majoring in communication studies.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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n is easy to say that you will do the
right thing. Claiming that you will end wars
or fix the economy if you are voted into
office requires neither ingenuity nor hard
work. Actually accomplishing these tasks,
though, is another matter. For senators,
congressmen and presidents to uphold
their campaign promises necessitates
considerable effort and resourcefulness,
and our elected officials all too often prove
not to be up to the task.
Fortunately, the citizens of our great
nation have the right to vote for new
candidates when our current officeholders
do not live up to our expectations. We can
hold politicians accountable for what they
do and thereby give them an incentive to
use the powers we grant them for the benefit
of our nation.
However,
holding
politicians
accountable for their mistakes is only
possible when we know what those
politicians are doing, and such knowledge
is not always readily available to the typical
voter. Elected officials are none too eager
to inform their constituents of what they
are doing wrong, and the majority of their
constituents, whether due to a lack of time
and opportunity or just lazy indifference, do
not keep tabs on what their representatives
are actually doing.
Our two-party system helps to solve
this problem. Instead of having to keep
track of what our specific representatives
vote for and what coalitions they join,
we can simply watch or read the news to
find out what the political parties that our
elected officials align themselves with have
been up to and we will have a decent idea
of whether the men and women we voted
into office are representing our interests.
Major news stations could not keep track of
and report on the doing of every individual
officeholder or a multitude of different
parties; only by grouping candidates into
a couple of large parties can the media
provide the information required for voters
to hold politicians accountable.
Granted, this system is not perfect, and
the parties do waste a lot of time bickering
and trying to make each other look bad.
Nevertheless, the parties do endeavor to
keep their members in line and advance the
policies supported by the public, for if they
fail to do so then the opposing party will
be voted into office. Politicians must know
that the citizenry is watching them, and
large political parties make this possible.

••••»

•

Complain though we might about
how apathetic and disinterested
the American public seems to be
toward discharging our duty to vote,
the public does not appear to
be putting any more effort into
becoming active and informed voters.
Few Americans have a firm grasp
of what goes on in our government
or what the people they vote for
will do to change or maintain the status
quo, and a large portion of the
populace does not even bother to cast
a ballot come election time. There are
two important conclusions we can
draw from this.
First, the majority of Americans
do not take their right and
responsibility to vote very seriously.
As such, it is unrealistic to expect
the average citizen to figure out
what policies and positions are held
by every individual candidate that
they vote for. Thus, political parties
are necessary, for it is considerably

less work for voters to find a
party that they identify with and vote
for candidates affiliated with that
party then for voters to pick a
multitude of different candidates
whose views align with their own.
Sad as it may seem, if we do not
make the job of voters as easy
as possible, we cannot expect voters
to do their job.
While
the
nature
and
circumstances of the public explain
their decision not to become informed
voters, the incredible number of
citizens who do not even bother to
vote suggests that the populace is not
satisfied with our current two-party
system. Frankly, I can understand
why people are not interested in
voting for either Republicans or
Democrats, as the major parties
seem to be less concerned with doing
anything useful for our nation than
with proving that their opposition is
even worse. The Republicans want

us to think that the Democrats are
robbing us with taxes and corrupting
traditional values, and the Democrats
want us to believe the Republicans
are a bunch of backwards racists
whose policies only support the rich.
Hence, I would love to see our
two-party system brought to an end
and have the political field opened
up to a plethora of different parties,
for doing so will require the parties
to focus more on proving themselves
worthy of votes than showing their
opposition to be unworthy of votes.
After all, it is hard to run effective
attack ads when you have 30 different
parties to attack. Furthermore, with
more parties available to choose
from, voters can choose parties
whose platforms more closely mirror
their own political views. So, this
election season, consider voting for a
third party. You will not be throwing
your vote away; you will be casting
it for a better future.

Suppose you and one of your
classmates had different ideas of
what to do for a group project,
and the various members of the
group pick sides. What do you do?
Ideally you would compromise, but
likely one of you would eventually
convince the other to do the project
one way or another and get the
work done. You could sabotage the
opposing person's support and ideas,
but then even less will get done
by the deadline and you have little
chance of achieving a good grade.
The problem with political
parties is that there is no one to
grade their achievements or hand out
deadlines. So, instead of eventually
talking out their mutual grievances,
political parties opt to tell you why
the other party is worse and do
everything to prevent them from
having their way, even if this means
nothing gets done.
Last year, whenever I needed
a good laugh I would visit Sarah

Palin's Facebook page. A large
portion of the posts on the page
made vague references to "liberals,"
people that apparently kill your
grandparents in their sleep and will
take your money from you if you are
not careful. On another occasion,
I recall a very heated discussion in
which an ordinarily courteous lady
started to talk about the Republican
Party, making one think that it was
responsible for everything that
went wrong in the political world.
As amusing as this all is to me as
someone with no party affiliations, it
is also somewhat disturbing.
In keeping up this argument,
we seem to forget that liberal
or conservative, Republican or
Democrat, we are all Americans.
That is a terrible thing to forget,
because we no longer look at each
other as people like us with different
opinions, but instead as "them." You
do not want to have to deal with
"them," because they are not "us."

The division of the country into two
political parties (well, more than
two, but nobody talks about the third
parties) shows that America will
never stand united because we are
too busy bickering fruitlessly and
tearing each other down.
If we continue to put stock in
the two-party system of politics, our
country will not progress and we
will be surpassed by more sensible
nations. Yes, other countries have
squabbling political parties, but that
is no excuse for us to resort to hate
mongering and irritability when
someone has an opposing opinion.
We are, above all else, Americans,
and instead of trying to prove how
much better we are than the "other
people," we should be deciding what
is right for our people and how the
United States can contribute to the
world. If we are too caught up in
competition to do or say something
useful, then why should we bother
speaking or doing anything at all?
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Who s afraid of Mary Jane ?r
PERRY ROGERS

Columnist

Scientists have disputed the "fact" that
marijuana is more harmful than cigarettes
and alcohol for quite a while. A recent
article in the Journal of the American Medical
Association has put some more credibility
behind these scientists.
The article in question states that
occasional marijuana smoking does not harm
the lungs, and, in fact, was shown to increase
lung function in some of the participants.
The study was conducted over a 20-year
time span and contained both cigarette and
marijuana smokers. The participants who
smoked cigarettes showed large declines
in lung function, while those who smoked
marijuana showed very little decline or
improvement. Only the heaviest pot smokers
(more than 20 joints a month) showed any
decline at all. The federal stance on marijuana

is that it is as harmful as cocaine and meth.
Sixteen states have legalized marijuana despite
what the federal government says. But if
marijuana was shown to be less harmful
than tobacco in the long run, why is it not
legal in every state?
Ignoring all the medical uses for marijuana,
it should still be legal. Even if this article
were the only scientific article ever produced
in favor of marijuana, it should still be legal.
There are no long-term negative effects
and it is non-addictive, but the government
classifies marijuana in the same group as cocaine
and heroin, two drugs that are highly addictive,
cause long-term mental problems and can kill
you the first time you take them. Tobacco use
kills millions of people every year — millions.
Have you ever heard of somebody dying from
smoking a joint? Let us bring alcohol into this,
too. In the past year, there have been multiple
deaths involving alcohol just here in Clemson. If
these two mind-altering substances have caused
so many deaths, then why are they legal while
marijuana is not? Yes, marijuana is more potent

than alcohol and tobacco, but it does not do near
the damage of either one.
My opinion is that the government is afraid
of how powerful marijuana is. A person can get
high off of only a few hits from a joint, while it can
take quite a bit of beer and time to get someone
drunk. A marijuana-high can last for hours and
there are no tricks to sobering up from one. That
can be scary to the 75-year-old millionaires in
Congress. The medical community has found
many uses for it in treating cancer patients
and terminally ill people, but there remain
alternatives to marijuana for treating the
same things. Congress sees through the
medical arguments quite well. You have to
take into account the tobacco lobbies
controlling the politicians, too. There is no
way a politician receiving thousands of dollars
from tobacco companies is going to vote for
the legalization of a substitute for tobacco.
The only way marijuana has a chance of
becoming legalized on a national level is
through the court system, and that could take
years to accomplish.

The government is simply not being fair
to the people in this situation. A demand
exists for marijuana, and the government is
denying people of their freedom as American
citizens. Politicians argue that the legalization
of marijuana would lead to legalizing heavier
drugs like heroin and cocaine, but no judge
is ever going to approve the legalization of
such hard drugs.
If marijuana is less harmful than alcohol or
tobacco, there should be no reason to not legalize
it. The government would have the ability to tax
the marijuana, stop marijuana trafficking across
our borders, and stop all the petty street crime
related to marijuana. It is a win-win situation for
everybody. People that want to smoke marijuana
are going to smoke marijuana regardless of the
law. The pursuit of happiness is an important
American value, and from what I understand,
marijuana makes a lot of people happy.

^ »

PERRY ROGERS is a sophomore majoring
in communication studies. Email comments to
letters@thetigernews.com.
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Pursue More Cheating Our Way to the Top-20
Than a Degree
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Columnist
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Clemson exists for the purpose of higher education. It is
not a year-round vacation with classes interspersed or
a 24/7 MTV (un)reality show.
This has been said before, though, right? The Michelin
Career Center is here to prepare you to land a job and keep it.
Classes are for learning the fundamentals of which a job will
require knowledge. These concepts are obvious, even if they
do not fit with every student's idyllic college experience. But
this perspective — that is, Clemson is akin to job training —
is too narrow.
The flexibility college life affords is the perfect opportunity
to prepare for the whole of a career and fully independent adult
life, which with few exceptions will look nothing like the first
few years after college. More than half of the adults I know
over 40 have not only changed jobs multiple times but have
changed career paths or even industries. Changing a career may
not seem like a great way to justify an investment in four or five
years of career-specific job training — and that is absolutely
right. So what can a student do to keep her college years from
being a waste?
The answer is for Clemson students to change their notions
of the purpose of these several years. Instead of seeing them
as a time to gain the necessary skills for a particular entrylevel job, Clemson students need to use this as a time to
expand their realm of experience. They should view Clemson's
requirements as the minimum and seek ways to bolster their
experience and knowledge.
So what exactly does a Clemson student do to pursue
excellence? The answer is not in a program, club or other
predetermined path. The answer is to seek ways to expand,
both inside and outside of one's chosen field of interest.
Within one's field, one may want to learn how to
manage people effectively by getting involved in leadership
opportunities or keep abreast of industry developments by
subscribing to industry publications and talking with professors
about their research. Even looking at how a particular
occupation fits into the broader context of society and politics
or interacts with other occupations would be useful. Finding a
relevant internship is a great way to add depth to an education.
Gaining skills outside of one's career field is also important
— arguably more important. One may want to attend lectures
by professionals and visiting academics like "Coexist? The
Question of (in)Tolerance" March 8 in Clemson. Or, become
better at writing by submitting prose to Semantics. Classes
are a great way to explore something new with the help of a
professor. A classic example in my realm is the engineering
major sitting in the back of a literature class complaining
that he has to be there. In this engineer's experience, though,
a sophomore literature class was one of the best academic
experiences of Clemson. An engineer (or anyone) should be
exposed to how other types of people think and how to use a
story to make a statement, and literature is a pointed tool for
those concepts. Further, and more to the point, is it actually
desirable to know as little as possible?
Every Clemson student should pursue activities that go
beyond the lecture hall. Some of these activities, like leadership
in a club, will look great on a resume and help in the senior
year job search. Others activities, like reading biographies of
admirable men and women, may not prove beneficial in a job
interview, but are certainly worthwhile endeavors. Clemson
students should spend less time focusing on their first interview
and job and more time focusing on long-term career and
personal interests. Use the flexibility now, and be thankful later
that a foundation with sufficient depth and breadth was built to
allow the pursuit of changing interests and career dynamism in
an ever changing world.
JOHN SCHOOLER is a graduate student in business administration.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Top-20 public university is like a buzz phrase on
Clemson's campus — everyone knows it is the
administration's goal, everyone would be happy if
we achieved it and everyone gets a monthly email about
how we are going to get there. Well, there is one surefire
thing holding us back: cheating. From making hidden
cheat sheets for in-class quizzes to taking online tests with
a group of friends, the frequency and severity of cheating
is becoming a real academic problem at this university. Not
only is cheating prevalent, it is also largely unaddressed and
unpunished. I was discussing academic integrity with my
professor and classmates the other day and was appalled
by two blatant examples of the shortcomings of Clemson's
approach to cheating.
My professor told the following story: He was monitoring
a colleague's class during a test when he and the class' four
teaching assistants noticed two students blatantly sharing
answers in the back of the classroom. My professor voiced
actually being shocked by how obvious it was that these
students were cheating on the test. After approaching the
students and telling them to stop cheating, the professor
brought the case to the Academic Integrity Committee (AIC),
the appropriate body to deal with matters of cheating. After
review of both students' tests, there proved to be a statistical
improbability that their answers were so similar merely by
chance. Furthermore, all four of the TAs submitted statements
that they witnessed the cheating, and the professor testified in
front of the committee as to what he saw. The two students
then testified at their hearing that they simply studied the same
wrong information together and therefore missed the same
questions on the test. In spite of the statistical refutation of
argument and the professional testimony of five authorities,
both students were found not guilty and were not penalized.
If students who are seen cheating by five test monitors can

get off due to the favorable interpretation of their weak
defense, I cannot imagine how simple it is for less blatant
cases to be dismissed. This story was followed by another
from my classmate, who explained that one of her friends
has been found guilty of cheating by the AIC six times in his
Clemson career, but has never failed any of the classes he
cheated in nor has he been suspended from Clemson. Is there
not something wrong with this picture?
Why are so many students getting the easy way out
when they cheat? One answer is the lack of structure and
rigor in Clemson's academic integrity policy. In short, the
policy states, "We have inherited Thomas Green Clemson's
vision of this institution as a 'high seminary of learning' ...
We recognize that academic dishonesty detracts from the
value of a Clemson degree. Therefore, we shall not tolerate
lying, cheating, or stealing in any form." There is some
more information about the correct process for reporting and
investigating a case of cheating, a few examples of what may
constitute cheating, as well as an outline of punishments that
may be carried out if a person is caught cheating. In general,
this policy is weak and open to too much interpretation. If
a professor does not specifically tell us not to complete our
online homework or tests alone, we are inclined to think we
can work together. If professors let us keep our tests after
finishing them, we think we can create test banks and let
others use them. If we see our peers cheating, we turn the
other cheek. These examples would be strict violations of
academic integrity at the country's other top universities,
and they are issues that dampen the quality and prestige of
a Clemson degree. We need to address cheating as a serious
problem at this university. The academic integrity policy must
explicitly state the actions that are considered cheating, and
the AIC must respect and value the testimony of our faculty.
If it is truly Clemson's goal to become a top-20 university,
our academic integrity policy must be reshaped to reflect the
value we place on receiving an honest degree.

is a junior in communication studies. Email
comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
JENNY TUMAS

Paws up,
A woman in Waynesburg, Pa, robbed a bank to get money for dentures.
The Film Commissioner of Hoboken, N.J., denied a spinoff of "Jersey Shore" permission to film in the
city, citing concerns for the safety and well-being of the city's residents.
Authorities in Potsdam, Germany, have begun issuing parking tickets without fines.
A man in Albuquerque, N.M., was rescued after being stuck in the mud for three days. Police
proceeded to discover a warrant for the man's arrest for aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.
A middle school in Pottstown, Pa., has banned students from wearing Uggs
and similar fuzzy boots in response to students hiding cell phones in their
boots.
Two bags containing more than $2 million of cocaine were accidently
delivered to the U.N. headquarters in New York.
A New York prisoner was convicted of filing false tax returns. Authorities
began investigating his activities after prison officials intercepted a refund
check he was issued for $327,000.

Paws down
A woman was pulled over for speeding while driving her pregnant daughter
to a hospital in Columbus, Ohio. The delay caused her daughter to give Dirth
in her car.
A warrant for assault and battery has been issued for a man who dangled
a 5-year-old child over a pit bull m Lancaster, S.C., in retaliation for the boy
kicking dirt on his car.
Chinese authorities have banned palm-reading tests offered by kindergartens
in Shanxi province that schools alleged could predict toddlers' intelligence
and aptitude.
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A TRAGIC
ENDING
Austin Finley
columnist

SPENCER POWELL
STAFF WRITER

Saturday will mark the end of an era, as the
Clemson swimming and diving teams host
their last dual meet in program history against
Emory University.
Since its inception during the 1918-1919
season, Clemson has produced 82 female ACC
champions and 47 male ACC Champions.
Most recently, in 2009, Michelle Parkhurst was
named the ACC's Most Valuable Swimmer for
her three ACC individual titles and one relay
title.
The program's success goes beyond college,
as the women's swimming and diving teams
have produced two Olympic medalists in Mitzi

Kremer and Michelle Richardson. Kremer was
a part of the bronze medal relay team during
the 1988 Olympics, while Richardson earned
an individual silver in 1984.
Kremer, recognized as one the most accomplished swimmers in Clemson history, was able
to earn two NCAA championships, five ACC
championships and 16 All-American honors.
The current men's swimming and diving
teams return two ACC individual event champions in Eric Bruck and Chris Dart, along with
the ACC Champion 200-yard freestyle relay
team which includes Bruck, Dart, Chris Reinke and Seth Broster.
The Clemson men go into Saturday's meet
with a 5-3 record after splitting their last two
meets with N.C. State and Duke. The Tigers

lost to the Wolfpack by a score of 149-83, but
were able to sneak past the Blue Devils with a
156-155 win.
The women's teams shared similar results,
as they too were able to split their last meet,
defeating Richmond, 153-141 but falling to
Duke, 159-130.
Despite the team losing, Meg Anderson was
able to set a pool record in the 50 freestyle
against Duke with a time of 22.99 seconds.
Bruck set two pool records of his own against
Duke in both the 50 freestyle and 100 freestyle with times of 19.47 seconds and 44.56
seconds.
This weekend's meet against Emory will besee MEET page C7

TIGERS DROP WAKE, FALL AT VIRGINIA
Clemson knocked off Wake Forest at home, but couldn't hold on against UVA.
ROBBIE TINSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

When the Tigers came out sluggish
against Wake Forest on Saturday, one
had to wonder if there was a part of Brad
Brownell's mind wondering where the
light switch in Littlejohn was.
A slow start against Georgia Tech the
week before disappeared after the power
failure, but the Tigers managed to flip
their own switch in this game, scoring
27 points in the final 10 minutes of the
first half, en route to a 71-60 win.
Andre Young once again led the way
with 19 points, and Devin Booker found
his stride with 16 points and seven rebounds. Guard C.J. Harris led Wake
Forest with 19 points, while forward

Travis McKie had his fourth doubledouble of the year with 12 points and
13 rebounds.
A crowd of 8,134 yawned their way
through the Litdejohn turnstiles for the
early tip-off, and it became immediately
apparent that the fans were not the only
ones who had dragged themselves out of
bed. The Deacons jumped out to a 6-0
lead as the Tigers missed their first four
shots and allowed a couple of easy buckets at the other end.
A Brownell timeout appeared to have
worked when Bryan Narcisse opened
the scoring for the Tigers, and then cut
the lead to two after being fouled and
making his free throws. However, the
Tigers would not score again until nearly
the 10-minute mark as the Deacons
built a 12-4 lead.

The home team had missed its previous 10 shots when Devin Coleman stole
a Wake Forest oudet pass, drove, and
passed back to an open Andre Young.
Young, the senior who had been so crucial in the win over the Yellow Jackets,
brought Litdejohn to life with a 3-pointer. The teams traded blows until the Tigers went for a vicious one-two punch
as back-to-back breakaways led to two
dunks, first by Tanner Smith, then by
Devin Booker to give the Tigers their
first lead at 21-20.
The game stayed close as halftime
approached, and Clemson held a fourpoint advantage with time winding
down. As they have done so often under
Brownell, the offense set up a wide-open
three for Tanner Smith to knock down
see TIGERS paged

UPCOMING
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday 02/04
Virginia Tech ® 4 p.m.
Blacksburg, Va.

-I

Clemson's Devin Booker shoots over
Wake Foresfs Travis McKie.

Joseph Vincent Paterno passed away
last Saturday. He was 85.
He coached at Pennsylvania State
University for 62 years, 46 as the head
coach. Just 12 weeks ago, he was regarded as one of the greatest figures in
the history of American sport; this legacy was unquestioned. But the last 12
weeks have tarnished his great legacy.
Some have questioned why the Penn
State scandal has centered so much
around Joe Paterno, and why so much
blame has been given to Paterno while
Jerry Sandusky has been largely ignored. The simple reason is that Jerry
Sandusky was just a man; Joe Paterno
was much more.
He was a symbol. For 46 years, he
represented a university, a sport and a
unique way of doing things. Despite
being surrounded by an athletic system
teeming with corruption, Joe Paterno's
Penn State was never once accused of a
major NCAA violation. Other schools
bent the rules, but not Penn State. Not
Joe Paterno.
So when it was revealed that Joe Pa
had known that one of his former assistants had been caught molesting- a
young boy, and that he didn't use his
power as head football coach to investigate things further or report things to
police — that his inaction resulted in
the rape of several more young boys —
people were shocked and very angry.
How could such a great man — this
symbol of good — fail so badly?
People were angry. They cried for
blood. The media jumped all over Paterno. In the days after the grand jury
report was released, I read dozens of articles that were highly critical of Joe Pa;
and when I say highly critical I mean
they were downright demeaning.
Yes, Joe Paterno deserved to be fired
for his inaction in regards to the scandal, but he didn't deserve the public
bashing that he received.
Almost every pan of the Jerry Sandusky scandal is despicable. Obviously,
the rapes themselves and the inaction
of men like Joe Paterno and Mike McQueary is despicable. I don't think I
need to convince you that what Jerry
Sandusky did was indescribably terrible. (Yes, the man is innocent until
proven guilty, but does anyone doubt
that the man is guilty?) His actions
were beyond despicable. What he did
to eight (or possibly more) young boys
is hard to comprehend, as it is so deeply
disturbing. I will go on to criticize a lot
of people in this piece, but let me say
now that nothing anyone did comes
remotely close to the despicable actions
of Jerry Sandusky.
I don't think I need to convince

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday 02/03
Virginia Tech ® 6:30 p.m.

Blacksburg, Va.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
01/28 • Wake Forest
Tigers 71-60 Demon Deacons
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
01/31 • Virginia
Tigers 61 -65 Hoakies

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
01/29 • Georgia Tech
Tigers 54-63 Yellow Jackets
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SCORES
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Tuesday 02/07
Maryland @ p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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Ranked teams overwhelm Lady Tigers
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Clemson lost back-to-back home games against No. 5 Duke and No. 24 Georgia Tech.
AUSTIN FINLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Tigers basketball team hosted the fifth-ranked Duke Blue Devils
last Friday night. The game was heavily
promoted by the Athletic Department,
with one-dollar admission for the public and free Itoro Coleman bobblehead
dolls for the first 1,000 fans. The "Pack
the House" event attracted a season-high
1,696 fans.
The Tigers played well in the early
stages of the game, leading 9-4 early.
They only trailed the highly-favored Blue
Devils by three with 5:29 remaining in
the opening half.
But the Blue Devils closed out the
first half on a 15-2 run and dominated
the second half en route to an 81-37 victory. The Tigers did not make a field goal
in the final 13 minutes of the game and
were held completely scoreless in the final
eight minutes of the contest.
Quinyotta Pettaway led the Tigers
with 12 points. Her game-high 10 rebounds earned the sophomore her third
double-double of the season.
Freshman Nikki Dixon scored 11
points and had four steals. Senior Lindsey Mason scored eight points, grabbed
five rebounds and blocked three shots.
Chancie Dunn and Kelly Gramlich
were the only other Tigers to score in the

game, recording four and two points, respectively.
The Lady Tigers came into the contest
averaging 6.1 blocks per game, but a career-high three-block performance from
Natiece Ford, coupled with three blocks
from Mason, helped the Tigers block
eight shots in the game.
The Lady Tigers returned to action in
Littlejohn on Sunday afternoon against
a top-25 Georgia Tech team. Coleman's
squad was much more competitive in
this contest, only trailing by four (56-52)
with 4:22 left in the game.
But the Lady Tigers struggled on offense in the game's closing moments. The
Tigers had only turned the ball over 14
times up to that point, but they turned it
over four times in the final four minutes,
which enabled the Yellow Jackets to escape with a 63-54 win.
Dixon scored a game-high 18 and
also picked up a game-high four steals.
Pettaway came very close to notching
her fourth double-double, scoring nine
points and nine rebounds. She also recorded a career-high four assists. Senior
Shaniqua Pauldo added 12 points in just
15 minutes of play.
The back-to-back losses dropped the
Lady Tigers to 5-14 (1-7 ACC) on the
year. They hit the road this weekend for a
pair of games — tonight against Virginia
Tech and Sunday against Miami.
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• 2, 3, & 4-Suite
Condominiums
• Private Bathrooms
• Washer &. Dryer in
each unit
• High Speed Internet
Available
• Computer Lab

Ample Parking
Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
Pool & Fitness Center
Tanning Bed
Barbeque Picnic Area
Gas Grills

4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
Walk-in Closets
Stainless Steel Appliances
Granite Countertops
High Speed Internet
Available
Washer & Dryer
Lagoon Style Pool
Lazy Lagoon River
Study Area & Game Room

Manned &c Gated
Entrance

■ 7-acre Green Space
■ 4 Minutes from Clemson's
Campus
• Pet-Friendly

Plus many more popular locations
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Tanning Beds
Fitness Center
Sand Volleyball Court
Private Shuttle to Campus

TUlman Place
Oak Crest
Cedarwoods
Lakecrest

Campus West
Fort Hill Commons
Village Green
Heritage Place

www.APMClemson.com

864.654.3333

Daniel Square
South Ridge
University Place
College Heights

Houses, Townhouses
& Apartments
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

Pets allowed in select
properties
Many Locations within
walking distance to campus
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391 College Ave., Suite 202, Clemson, SC 296J1
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TIGER STAFF SUPER BOWL PREDICTIONS
BRAD HAIDER
STAFF WRITER

Super Bowl XLVI is all about the
quarterbacks. Both teams have uppertier players at the quarterback position in Tom Brady and Eli Manning.
Both have a stable of talented skill
position players. Much of the hype
around the game has been about Rob
Gronkowski's injured ankle, which he
hurt in the AFC Championship Game
against Baltimore. I think Gronkowski
is going to play. After being held out of
practice all last week, Gronkowski was

BRYAN DOHERTY
STAFF WRITER

It's a rematch of the 2007 Super
Bowl, also known as the most miserable four hours of my life. In all honesty, I have no idea how the Patriots will
stop the Giants receiving corps. They
already went into Gillette Stadium and
beat New England without Hakeem
Nicks or Ahmad Bradshaw.
Inside, with a weather-controlled
climate, and as hot as Eli Manning has
been, the Patriots will likely struggle to
slow down New York's passing attack,

JORDAN BOHINC
ADVERTISING MANAGER

This year, everyone is talking about
the big rematch between New England
and New York from the famous 2007
Super Bowl, but I believe this year will
be far from a rematch. Here's the thing.
Some Super Bowls are total stinkers,
but we've been lucky in the past four
or five years to have good if not great
games. That's why I think all this hype
is about to fall flat on its face, and I fully expect the Patriots to win the Super
Bowl this year. This is, however, under
a few conditions.
1)
The Gronk - Never has a
tight end been so closely followed and
monitored in the weeks leading up to
the big game. Now, there are a few
things you should all know about Rob
Gronkowski, a.k.a. the Gronk.
a.
We haven't seen a tight end
like him in my lifetime. Not one.

-

not wearing a protective walking boot
on his ankle at Media Day on Tuesday.
When the Giants played the Patriots
during the regular season, the Giants
were able to disrupt Brady with just
four defensive linemen, allowing them
to drop their linebackers into coverage
to try to neutralize the pass-heavy New
England offense.
New England's Wes Welker and
Gronkowski both had more than 100
yards receiving in the game, and I feel
that both players will again be keys for
the Patriots. Welker and Gronkowski
present opposing defenses with tough

matchups. Welker has made a career
of beating defensive backs on option
routes out of the slot. If the Giants try
to single cover Welker, expect him to
have a big day. In Gronkowski, New
England has a matchup nightmare
down the middle of the field. His rare
combination of size and speed allows
him to outrun linebackers and run
over defensive backs.
The Giants' defense is far superior
to the Patriots'. New York can apply
heavy pressure on the opposing quarterback without having to blitz, which
allows them to put seven players into

coverage. The New England defense,
on the other hand, has been an Achilles
heel all season, ranking near the bottom in almost every defensive statistic.
Whether or not the New England defense can slow down the Giants' offense will have a significant effect on
the outcome of the game. Both teams
have elite players on both sides of the
ball. I believe that the game will feature
a lot of offense, and the winning team
will be the one that can create a turnover or stop the opposing team when
it counts.
Final score: Patriots 27 Giants 23

unless the front four plays as well as it
did in the AFC Championship Game.
The Giants' run game causes no concerns because the Patriots have been
pretty good against the run all year and
did a pretty good job containing Baltimore's Ray Rice a week ago.
The Patriots really need tight end
Rob Gronkowski to be healthy. Not
only is he a great red-zone target, but
most outside New England don't realize how great of a blocker he is in the
running game. The Patriots need to run
and mix in screens to slow the Giants'
pass rush. The Patriots' offensive line

hasn't blocked the Giants well either of
the last two times the teams played, so
I'm not sure why anyone would expect
anything different this time. Considering how mediocre the Giants' secondary is, if Brady has time he should be
able to throw on them easily with Wes
Welker, Aaron Hernandez and even
lesser guys like Deion Branch. Maybe
a Chad Ochocinco sighting?
This game is personal for a lot of
people, and the Patriots have historically been at their best when Tom
Brady and Bill Belichick have a chip on
their shoulders. Add in the extra mean-

ing this game has for the Patriots organization because of the death of Myra
Kraft, and this Super Bowl may be the
most anticipated of the five they have
played in under Belichick.
Simply put, beating Brady and
Belichick two times in a row is extremely rare. I don't believe three wins
in a row has been accomplished. Each
of the last two came down to the Giants needing a late touchdown. The
Giants are running out of horseshoes
and four-leaf clovers in this matchup,
and late Sunday night, the Lombardi
Trophy will return to Foxboro, Mass.

b.
Gronk will affect this game.
There is no way you can "shut down"
Gronk. It's just not going to happen,
due to his combination of size and
speed. Now, as great as Gronk is, the
fact that he plays at the tight end position really makes this difficult. Ninety
percent of the time, tight ends match
up against linebackers, and more specifically, outside linebackers, so the
problem here is that you need a Von
Miller-caliber player to cover Gronk
one-on-one. The only other option is
to use a nickel cornerback or a safety
to cover him, but that doesn't solve the
size mismatch that Gronk creates.
c.
Gronk may not be as invincible as we think. His biggest knock
coming out of Arizona was that he was
an injury risk. Obviously this hasn't
yet factored into his career, but be
forewarned, there have been freakishly
dominant players in every sport that
have had hall-of-fame-caliber careers

end prematurely due to injury. Just
look how quickly Peyton Manning
went from being a sure thing to a complete question mark.
2)
Tom Brady - He has played
subpar when you consider the fact he's
Tom Brady, at least against Baltimore.
He missed Gronkowski multiple times
and was trying to make every throw
perfect by adding touch. He really
got away from what makes him great.
He's got a hugely underrated throwing
arm, which went off for six touchdown
passes against the Broncos. Don't forget how many weapons this guy has.
3)
The
Line-of-Scrimmage
Battle - Now this may not seem like
a really big surprise, as most football
games are won and lost at scrimmage,
but what I find so intriguing about this
matchup is this: New England has one
of their best offensive lines, while the
Giants have been riding the strength
of their defensive line this whole post-

season. Meanwhile, the New England
D-line is stacked with talented players
like Albert Haynesworth, who is only
two years removed from being considered one of the best defensive tackles in
the game. He is paired with Ty Warren,
who is just a beast. Then you throw in
guys like Andre Carter, who has had a
breakout season, and the Patriots' defensive line becomes a major X-factor.
Finally, you have the Giants' offensive
line, which is the heart and soul of
their offense.
The Giants have gotten this far by
possessing the ball, playing good defense and converting on third down.
Just look at Manning's stats on third
down. They are absurd, but as much
as Manning deserves credit, the fact is
that his line is buying him the time he
needs to find receivers. New England
had better hope for some pressure if it
wants to win.
Final score: Patriots 31 Giants 21

the Denver Broncos. The only true test
they were confronted with was the Baltimore Ravens.
Needless to say, the Patriots have
had an easier road to the Super Bowl
than the Giants, who had to beat the
Falcons, Packers and 49ers. All the talk
this week will be around stellar New
England tight end Gronkowski and his
injury. After a week off to rest, I believe
Gronkowski will have a major impact
in Sunday's game, but without him,

the Patriots are still the better team in
this matchup. The NFL is all about
passing, and the Patriots simply have
too many options on offense.
These two teams played earlier this
season, with the Giants coming out on
top, but I can almost guarantee the Patriots will keep that loss in mind, coupled with their last Super Bowl appearance, a loss to the Giants. The revenge
factor can drive nearly any team to success, and the Patriots will have that fire

burning within them this time around.
While the Giants have been surging lately, it's hard to ignore the team
that they were before the surge. Two
painful losses to the Redskins and close
wins against the Bills and the Dolphins
showed how poorly this team can play,
and the Giants are going to fall short
in this game. The game will be a great
one, but the Patriots will win the Lombardi Trophy on Sunday.
Final score: Patriots 31 Giants 20

■

AARON RANSDELL
STAFF WRITER

The New England Patriots will earn
another Super Bowl ring and will have
their fourth league championship in
11 years this Sunday. The Patriots have
essentially only had to play one game
the past four weeks, and they are going
to be fresh for the big game. The Patriots had a first-round bye to start the
playoffs followed by a cakewalk against

you that the inaction of Joe Paterno,
Mike McQueary, Timothy CurleyGary
Schultz, and Graham Spanier is deeply
disturbing and detestable. The inaction
of these men enabled Sandusky to further terrorize young children — to molest more young boys.
But these men were not the only ones
whose actions are deplorable. The way
that many people reacted to the scandal
was reprehensible. The media attacked
Paterno at every turn, demanding that he
step down, or else. Instead of letting the
story play out a bit before making judgments, everyone in the media bashed Joe
Paterno and Penn State and demanded
that people be fired immediately. The
reaction to the story by the media was
intensely negative at best and downright
unethical at worst.
The Board of Trustees' decision to
fire Joe Paterno was the right one, but it
was made for all the wrong reasons. The
board did not fire him out of a sense of
moral justice. They fired him because
they were scared of what the public
would think if they did not take immediate action. Instead of trying to do the
right thing, they acted out of fear and
cowardice. Despicable.
And the University's decision to hire
New England offensive coordinator Bill
O'Brien as the new head coach rather
than interim head coach Tom Bradley,
who had served under Joe Paterno since
1979, was also detestable. Bradley was
the most qualified candidate for the
job, but the University opted to hire an
outside guy, in effect stating that they
wanted to distance themselves from the
tainted legacy of Joe Paterno.
Like Bradley, Paterno was treated
poorly by the administration in the wake
of the scandal. I'm not trying to diminish
in any way what happened to the victims
of Jerry Sandusky. But I'd like to point
out that Joe Pa, too, was a victim. The
transgressions against him don't begin to
compare to what Jerry Sandusky did to
those eight (or more) young boys.
But the last 12 weeks of his life were
ones full of sadness and remorse. They
say he was killed by lung cancer, but I
think he died of a broken heart.
And yes, he brought it on himself by
his own inaction. But, no, he didn't deserve the treatment he got from the university. After serving as head coach for
62 years, and playing such a huge role in
shaping the university — after dedicating his entire adult life to Penn State, he
was fired via the phone, in a move that
embodied the disrespect shown to the
coach by the University that he loved and
served.
In the wake of his death, some have expressed gratitude that this "rape enabler"
has met his demise.
Stop it. Just stop it.
The Penn State scandal is a story with
no good guys. Everyone with any position of power within the University did
the wrong thing. Joe Pa and many others
failed to report Sandusky's crimes to the
police. The Board of Trustees fired Joe Pa
out of fear and cowardice, and the university hired a new coach because they
put more emphasis on image than on the
right thing to do.
Ultimately, the only people in this
story that can do any good are people like
you and me. So as you reflect on Paterno's life and his fall from grace, don't act
with the same immaturity and deplorable
behavior shown by the vast majority of
the Penn State administration.
Instead, let this sad tale be a reminder
to all of us of the need to treat each other
with respect, honesty and compassion,
and to not let the opinions of others deter
us from doing the right thing.
Joe Paterno messed up, but he deserved
to be treated with dignity and respect.
Rest in peace Joe Paterno. You are already missed.
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STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 27,1991, Scott Norwood sent a kick right of the goal
post. This missed kick gave the New York Giants a Super Bowl,
but more importantly set in motion the careers of two Giant assistants. Their names? Bill Belichick and Tom Coughlin.
Belichick left his post as defensive coordinator to take the
head job in Cleveland, while the former wide receivers coach,
Coughlin, took control of his Alma Matter, Boston College.
Seventeen years later, they found themselves matched up in Super Bowl XLII, where Coughlin led his underdog Giants over
Belichick's previously undefeated Patriots. Eli Manning, who
Coughlin traded up to select first overall in the draft and led the
franchise his first year in New York, defeated Tom Brady, who
Belichick drafted in the sixth round to compete for a backup
job. Four years later, the defensive coordinator and wide receivers coach face off again. We enter the matchup this time with
neither a clear-cut favorite nor an unexpected underdog. They
are even. We could see this matchup coming. Even before they
took turns last week slaying the Harbaughs, before they ran the
clock out on Tebow Time and punished the previously perfect
Packers, we could see this coming. This was fate. The two hottest teams, the two hottest quarterbacks, the two weathered Giant assistants — the rematch was inevitable.
Lets take a look at the four most important things to consider
before the big game:
Dynasties:
There is more at stake this weekend than the Lombardi Trophy; there is an opportunity to take hold of the league. Few
teams have the pieces in place to start a dynasty — the Patriots
and Giants are two of those few.
ESPN Radio personality Colin Cowherd has a theory on
what wins in the NFL. He says four things matter most: quarterback, head coach, offensive line and defensive line — we'll
call them the Core Four. A strong Core Four? You'll win some
games. An elite Core Four? You'll contend for a tide. The Patriots are certifiably elite in two areas; Brady and Belichick have
been that for years. They are solid, not great, on both lines, but
having arguably the greatest head coach-quarterback combination of all time makes up for that. While now unquestionably
elite at quarterback and defensive line, the Giants head coach
and offensive line fall slightly below that label. A second Super
Bowl, however, would push Coughlin into that upper echelon
of current head coaches.
The Patriots dynasty of the early 2000s was finished when the
Giants snatched away that perfect season and ended the careers
of Patriot defensive greats such as Rodney Harrison and Tedy
Bruschi. Only Belichick and five players, Brady among them,
remain from those days. Yet despite Brady and Belichick's age,
the two have the ability to start a new dynasty.
At 34, Brady has showed no signs of slowing down, topping
5,200 yards without a single deep threat on the roster. He is
in good health in a system that protects him, and Btett Favre
showed you could play quarterback late into your thirties. He
will lose some mobility, yes, but he has hardly relied on that his
entire career. When you then consider the quarterback-friendly
rules the league has implied, there's little reason to expect he can't
continue on this pace for another three to four years.
Belichick is possibly the hardest-working coach alive. He has
the complete backing of Robert Kraft and the rest of the Patriots
organization. With more than $20 million in salary cap room
and a bounty of picks (as usual) to work with this offseason, he
may finally be able to rebuild his once-elite defense.
The draft has, however, been a problem in recent years for
the Patriots. Despite two huge second round steals in 2010 with
tight ends Rob Gronkowski and Aaron Hernandez, Belichick
has whiffed on the rest. There is not much to show from the
past few drafts, as over a third of their roster were undrafted. The
defense, especially in the secondary and rushing the passer, could
really use an infusion of some first-round talent. That secondary
has been an absolute mess this year — so bad that receiver Julian
Edelman is their slot corner. The pass rush was looking solid
until veteran Andre Carter went down for the year with a leg
injury, and it will need some high-upside talent for the future.
Brady will continue to lead this high-powered offense with
Welker, the talented tight ends and a solid mix of young running
backs, yet there is still the need for a deep threat in that offense.
Though Brady is perfecdy suited for a short passing game, the
addition of someone with big-play ability will force those safeties
back and open up the middle even more for Welker, Gronkows-

ki and Hernandez. With those pieces, this offense will dominate
in an offense-driven league for years to come. In a very weak
AFC, where Peyton Manning's injury has left Ben Roethlisberger as the only quarterback near Brady's level, New England could
begin another dynastic run starting Sunday.
The Giants, despite winning just four years prior, would not
yet be considered a dynasty. They could be on their way to starting one, however, with the strength of their elite Core Four. Eli
Manning has entered the prime of his career, and at 30, the expectation of five to six more seasons like this incredible one is not
unreasonable. With the emergence of Victor Cruz and Hakeem
Nicks, he has two go-to playmakers for the foreseeable future.
With a healthy Ahmad Bradshaw and Brandon Jacobs, the Giants have possibly the most balanced offense in the league. They
are a good tight end away from being on the level of Green Bay,
New Orleans and New England.
Coughlin is old, yes, but the age hasn't shown. He is still as
fiery as ever, and his ability to motivate an underdog team for big
games is unrivaled. His teams have played as well as anyone with
their backs against the wall the past four years; their problem has
been playing with expectations. Yet there is a feeling that that
sentiment has changed over the past few weeks, as the Giants
knocked off the Jets, Cowboys and Falcons as favorites and then
Green Bay and San Francisco as many expected them to pull
the upset.
General manager Jerry Reese has drafted well the past few
years and never over-spent in free agency. His goal in constructing a team is to build the strongest offensive and defensive lines
in the league, and he's done especially well with the defensive
side. This group, led by Jason Pierre-Paul, Justin Tuck and Osi
Umenyiora, has the ability to rush the passer on any down. But
what really makes them elite is their athleticism and ability to
play four defensive ends against the run or pass. It really is unlike
any line we've ever seen and poses matchup problems — better
yet nightmares — for offensive coordinators.
The Giants back seven is not as clear, as their continued inability to replace Antonio Pierce at middle linebacker has cost
them. The secondary should be improved next year with the return ofTerrell Thomas, their 2010 leading tackier and legitimate
Pro Bowl level cornerback. If they can find a middle linebacker
to captain that talented ship, they will combine one of the scariest defenses with one of the elite offenses for years to come. All
the pieces are in place to start a Big Blue dynasty. Although the
NFC is absolutely loaded (Green Bay, Detroit, Chicago, San
Francisco, New Orleans, Dallas and Philadelphia are all legitimate Super Bowl contenders next year), there is no reason this
elite Core Four cannot carry the Giants through it just like this,
year after year.
Inquiries:
With all the talk of the future, we mustn't forget the game at
hand. Here are ten questions the teams face leading into Sunday:
1. Will the two-week rest hurt New York's momentum?
I don't think so. The Giants have been here before, and
Coughlin knows how to motivate his team. If anything, it
should help the Giants just as much as the Patriots. Last week's
game in San Francisco was as physical a game as you'll see short
of Steelers-Ravens. Manning, ironman that he has been his
entire career, took shots that would knock out all but maybe
five other quarterbacks; he will surely appreciate the extra rest.
Nicks and Ahmad Bradshaw, two key components on offense,
have been playing hurt all year and claim the week off has done
them wonders. The Giants as a team claim to be the healthiest
they've been all year, which should cancel out any effects of lost
momentum.
2. Can the New England defense continue their solid play?
Contrary to popular belief, the New England defense isn't terrible. They've given up only 17 points per game over their last
three and been able to effectively stop the run against some very
good ground teams. The secondary is still a huge issue though,
and they'll rely on the defensive line -— who played out of their
minds last week — to get pressure on Eli and force him into
bad throws. Linebackers Jerod Mayo and Brandon Spikes are
healthy and playing well for the first time all year, which, if continued, will help both the run and pass defense.
Belichick is still a defensive mastermind, and having seen the
Giants earlier this year will certainly know how to attack offensive coordinatot Kevin Gilbride's system. Yet one factor rarely
discussed regarding that familiarity is the return of Nicks and
Bradshaw. Both missed the Week 9 meeting, and the Giants still

pulled out the victory. It will be interesting to see what Belichick
has up his sleeve to slow New York's many weapons.
3. Which team will establish the run more effectively to set up
their passing game?
Both teams' run games are underappreciated - they feature
the two most underrated backs in the league. BenJarvus GreenEllis and Bradshaw have been solid all year doing what their
teams have needed and have picked it up come playoff time.
They read blocks well, hit the hole hard, fight for extra yardage
and, most importantly, hold onto the football. When they establish the ran, their team usually wins.
As noted before, both teams have defended the run very well
recently; but both offensive lines have been blocking fantastically
too, especially the Patriots. The tiebreaker comes in the form of
Brandon Jacobs and Danny Ware. Both have done very well as
the second and third backs in the Giants rotation. If this trio
can pound the ball early to set up the play action for Manning,
New England won't be able to cover the Giants dynamic receiving trio. The wildcard here is Aaron Hernandez. If he can come
in and take a few handoffs like he did against Denver, it will
further the matchup problems that the Giants already have with
the tight ends.
4. Speaking of tight ends, will Rob Gronkowski be ready?
Yes. The guy is a physical freak and an absolute gamer. Even
if his sprained ankle isn't 100 percent, he'll play through it and
play well. The annual overblown injury is always a fun tradition
of Super Bowl week, but this guy will absolutely play well on

Sunday.
5. So, can New York stop Gronkowski and Hernandez?
This might be the biggest key for a Giants victory. Without his
tight ends to rely on, Brady will struggle. Both safeties and linebackers will rotate onto them, with Kenny Phillips, Deon Grant,
Michael Boley, and rookie Jacquain Williams seeing most of the
action. This defense was able to contain the dynamic duo for the
first three quarters when they met in Week Nine, but allowed a
touchdown to each in the fourth. That was nearly three months
ago, however, and much has changed with this defense. The secondary has been playing much better over their five-game win
streak and, aside from two Vernon Davis touchdowns last week,
have handled some of the games elite tight ends very well. Still,
this is Brady, and this is a two-headed tight end attack unlike
this league has ever seen. The Giants will surely key on both of
them, but the real player to focus on is Hernandez. When he
plays well, the offense plays well. His three worst games this year
were against New York (Giants), Pittsburgh and Miami — the
Patriots lost two of those and barely won the third. When you
factor in his ability to come out of the backfield, he'll be a nightmare on Sunday that the Giants might not be able to handle.
They can't let Brady have open looks to Gronkowski and more
importandy Hernandez — that starts with the defensive front.
6. Well then, will New England's offensive line be able to
handle that vaunted Giant pass rush?
No. And that's not an affront to a New England line that's
played very well lately against some great pass rushes in Baltimore and Denver. This Giant line is different; they are built to
handle Brady. You can't disturb Brady with just a great outside
rush, the tackles Matt Light and Nate Soldet will force speed
rushers back and Brady will calmly step up in the pocket and
deliver a dart. The way to pressure him is up the middle and
by getting hands in the passing lanes. The Giants create very
good pressure up the middle when defensive tackles Chris Canty
and Linval Joseph are in on early downs; every Giants lineman
knows how to get his hands up to block the passing lanes. But
when Brady will really struggle is on third-and-long, when
defensive coordinator Perry Fewell can send in his NASCAR
package and rush four defensive ends. Pierre-Paul, Tuck and
Umenyiora, along with linebacker/end hybrid Mathias Kiwanuka and edge rusher Dave Tollefson, create unrivaled pressure
through stunts and sheer athletic ability. When you have guys
like Pierre-Paul and Tuck coming up the middle, with defensive tackle strength and defensive end speed, it forces Brady to
move back in the pocket. This is where Umenyiora, Kiwanuka
or Tollefson will be waiting. Don't be surprised to see a strip sack
by Umenyiora or tipped pick by Pierre-Paul because this line has
been everywhere lately.
7. On the other side, can the Giants handle Vince Wilfotk?
The Patriots have an advantage as well: their 350-pound
bowling ball of a nose tackle. Wilfork played the game of his
life last week against a solid Baltimore offensive line. He charges
straight ahead and takes two blockers away to create opportuni-
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ties for his teammates. Wilfork is like the power forward that
boxes out every play: the stats don't show it, but he had a huge
impact on the game. If center David Baas cannot handle him
alone, the Giants' run schemes will be greatly affected, especially
when a guard has to pull. Wilfork clogs up lanes with that massive frame and, more importandy, makes the tackle every time.
He has even been a havoc on passing downs, as he continuously
pushes the center back into the quarterback and gets his hands
up to bat down passes as well as anyone. The Giants will try to
run right at him in an attempt to establish that area of the line,
but his recent play indicates they won't have much luck.
8. Can the Patriots secondary handle Cruz, Nicks and Manningham?
This really depends on Wilfork and the rest of the Patriot
defensive front. If they can't get pressure, Manning and these receivers will have a field day against the back end of this defense.
They will already be trotting out wide receiver Julian Edelman
to guard either Victor Cruz or Mario Manningham in the slot.
Cruz has been a monster all season, and Manningham, finally
healthy, has started to play at a high level again. The actual corners, Kyle Arrington and Devin McCourty, have been anything
but special this year leading the leagues wont pass defense. Arrington will probably draw Nicks, who has been on fire this
postseason with 18 catches for 325 yards in three games. None
of the three corners can stay with these receivers, and Manning
is playing too well right now not to take advantage.
9. Will this game be low-scoring like Super Bowl XLII, or
will the teams reflect the league's recent shift of power from defenses to offenses?
The teams will put up points, but it won't be a track meet.
The fast indoor track will help the offenses, but both defenses
should continue their strong play and keep the offenses somewhat in check. But these quarterbacks are too talented and these
offenses too explosive to be held under 20, so I see the total
points ranging somewhere from 47-52 with the victor winning
by single digits.
10. And of those two quarterbacks, who is more clutch?
While every facet of the game is important in it's own way,
this one will truly decide who wins Sunday. Brady has the track
record, he's led three Super-Bowl-winning drives and runs the
hurry up as surgically as anyone. But Manning is playing on
another level right now. Historically, Brady has a clear advantage
and is still a better overall quarterback — that much can't be
debated. But Manning has serenity in pressure situations unlike
any player we have seen. He's the same in the second quarter of
week three as he is in the fourth quarter of the Super Bowl: unflinching, always in control of the moment. Ask yourself, at this
present moment, do you trust anyone more in crunch time than
Manning? Has anyone delivered in tight situations in the fourth
quarter more than him this year? Brady has had some playoff
slip-ups in recent years and fell short at the end in each of the
last two head-to-head matchups with Manning. Brady's losses
this season? Three games in which he couldn't lead a comeback
when it came down to the end. His many victories? Mosdy
blowouts. He wins easily, which is obviously good. But don't
you need to pull out a bunch of tight games to keep confirming
you can still do it? Don't you need to be put through the fire
to confirm you can still take the heat? Bad cliches aside, Eli has
done that all year, leading the league in fourth-quarter touchdowns and comebacks. The wins aren't easy, but they have given
Manning more close-game experience this year than anyone.
Now this obviously doesn't diminish Brady's career accomplishments, he has had as many comebacks as anyone. You can
watch tapes of 2001,2003 or 2004 to remind yourself what he's
capable of. But therein lies the problem — that was 2001,2003
and 2004. Can you really remember the last great Brady biggame comeback? Yes, he is a transcendent quarterback, probably
still the best playing today and maybe ever, no matter the outcome. He still has the ability to take his team down the field to
win. Nobody can deny that. But ask yourself, what good are all
this year's blowout victories if the score is tied with three minutes
left? Last week, Brady couldn't run the clock out with 2:46 left,
going three and out and giving Joe Flacco the ball to win it. Had
Lee Evans held on to that ball or Billy Cundiff hit that field goal,
Brady might be sitting at home this weekend.
Right now I'll take the barde-tested Manning, who has put
together one of the most remarkably clutch seasons in the history of the game. Manning dragged this Giants team on his
shoulders through a hellish regular season. With the rash of

injuries and staggering lack of depth at almost every position,
this Giants team wouldn't have won more than five games this
regular season without him. Now they are healthy and have
developed that sorely-needed depth, but they wouldn't be here
without Manning.
Brady is and will probably always be better than Manning,
but this game has nothing to do with 2001,2003,2004 or even
2007. It is about right now, and right now I give Manning the
slightest of advantages. That is not to say Brady is not the best
ever and still the second best in crunch time, but he is older, and
Mannning is hotter, and you have to ride the hot hand.
Legacies:

Bill Belichick
The Patriots lose this game? Bill Belichick will still go down
as one of the four or five greatest coaches of all time. They win?
He becomes best ever. Above Landry; above Noll; above Walsh;
above everyone. To win four tides in 11 years, in an era of much
greater parity than any before, gives him the title of greatest
coach ever. The impressive part would not be the four tides, but
rather the continued success as we saw a drastic change in the
way NFL football was played — and it was partly his fault that
it changed. The aggressive press coverage of his early-2000s defenses caused the Colts to complain that their receivers couldn't
get off the line, leading to the league's implementation of more
stringent restrictions on how defenders could play receivers.
This, along with flag-football type regulations about hitting the
quarterback, swung the balance of power from defense to offense, and no team adjusted as well as Belichick's Patriots. He
won in a defensive era, the league changed, and he adapted to
win in the new offensive era. If he wins with an offense-first
team this year, after winning with defensively-led teams in 2001,
2003 and 2004, he will be considered the most complete coach
ever. He will have done it in all facets, with game plans unlike
any other. He has played multiple receivers at cornerback, lined
his tight end up as a tailback, and gone for it on more key fourth
downs than anyone, and he's gotten them. To add to his legacy,
he was the coordinator of one of the greatest defenses of all time
from 1985 to 1990 and created the pass-rushing outside linebacker that populates the league today.
Belichick was a Manning miracle away from a perfect season and fourth ring in 2008, and he must try again against the
same team that denied him before. Belichick is already a topfive coach, but his perception in Boston is riding heavily on this
game. My friend Matt (a Clemson sophomore and die-hard Patriots fan) put it as such, "As a Patriots fan, I would say this is the
single biggest football game of Brady and Belichick's career. It is
a golden chance to get revenge on the team that knocked you
off your pedestal, which was higher than anyone had built in
the league in a long time. Winning this game would quell those
nightmares, it would be the return to greatness." Belichick has
his legacy riding on this. He can stay as'a top-five coach who let
the Giants twice tarnish his legacy, or he can be the greatest ever.
Tom Coughlin:
The least-discussed of these four might have the most to gain
from a victory. A second Super Bowl, defeating the great Bill
Belichick for the second time, puts Coughlin in the Hall of
Fame. Since struggling to only six wins in 2004 (his first year
in New York), Coughlin's Giants have won eight or more games
and been in the playoff hunt seven straight years — a feat few
coaches have accomplished. The Giants are the only team in the
NFC to make the Super Bowl twice in the past decade; Coughlin's teams are the pictures of consistency in an ever-changing
conference. He has a knack for getting his team to perform
in big games and on the biggest stage. He can motivate them
when their backs are against the wall, like they have been since
Week 16. He has faced more scrutiny than any head coach in
the league since his hiring, coaching in the biggest market in the
world for an impatient fan base that saw its cross-town rival Jets
take control of the media's attention. It was no matter, Coughlin
ignored the clamoring for his job, put his head down and took
his team to an NFC Championship in a year many projected
them to finish fourth in their own division.
Tom Brady:
•
Tom Terrific has long been considered among the greatest
quarterbacks ever, but his legacy took a hit in Super Bowl XLII.
He was the golden boy about to complete the perfect season and
then managed just 14 points in the loss to the Giants. He was
knocked out for the year in the first game the following season

and didn't return to the field until 2009.
He picked up where he left off and has been one of the two
best quarterbacks in the league at any time during this stretch.
The guy is a machine with ice water in his veins and a vengeful fire in his heart brought on by that sixth-round chip on his
shoulder. His own team even passed on him five times, and despite his already-guaranteed enshrinement in Canton, Ohio, he
has the same edge as when he entered the league.
Brady has struggled in the playoffs since Super Bowl XLII,
losing first-round home games in his next two attempts. But
those teams were not nearly as strong as the one he has now, and
he obviously can't take all the blame. He is possibly the greatest ever when it comes to needing a score with time running
out, but he needs this Super Bowl to confirm that. If he loses to
Manning at the end of the game again, his legendary aura may
be slighdy dimmed. But if he wins, giving him four rings in 11
years, he could then be called the greatest quarterback ever. If
he leads a comeback at the end, he'll become unquestionably
both the greatest and most clutch signal-caller in football history. Better than Peyton Manning, John Elway, Joe Montana or
anyone else you could name. He will have won four tides in a
league much deeper than times of old with defensive game plans
unlike ever before.
He won three tides with a receiving corps no non-Patriots
fan could name, and will have won at 34 years old in a golden
age of quarterbacks. If that doesn't make him the greatest ever, I
don't know what will.
That is what lies at stake for Brady, and there is only one man
who can stop him.
Eli Manning:
• The little brother is not so little anymore. After another miraculous run through the NFC, Eli will have the chance to pass
Peyton in Super Bowl victories this Sunday. After years of ridicule and endless comparisons to his more talented older brother,
the youngest Manning has finally stepped into the limelight as
one of the best quarterbacks alive.
When asked before the season if he considers himself in the
same class as his brother and Brady, Manning unflinchingly answered yes. He took endless criticism for it and never responded
to the media outburst it caused. He let his play do the talking. It
was not about the numbers, which were spectacular. It was the
way he led this team. He absolutely carried them through a regular season ravaged by injuries and poor play around him. The
one central rock of the Giants this year was Manning. Unassuming and unwavering, he is the reason the Giants have made
it this far. Winning this game would establish what he has made
us believe all year: He is in that class with Brady and his brother.
Many have said winning this second Super Bowl puts Manning in the Hall of Fame. He still has a long career ahead of
him, and to be a surefire hall-of-famer by 30 takes a career on
par with Brady or Peyton. Yet Manning may be the exception to
that rule. If he wins, he will have outdueled Brady and picked
apart Belichick's defense for the second time when nobody else
has done it once. If he continues his regular and postseason success for another five-plus years and adds that to a resume that
includes two Super Bowl wins over the greatest quarterbackhead coach combination ever, he is undoubtedly worthy of the
hall of fame.
If you think about a hall-of-fame quarterback, shouldn't you
think, "I trust this guy 100 percent to come through at this moment, there's no doubt in my mind." Is there any person you
trust more than Manning right now, with the ball, down four,
with two minutes left? Not even Brady is playing as well and
as clutch as Manning right now. He has converted seemingly
every big third down this playoffs, hitting targets in impossible
windows and throwing guys open when they're still covered.
He's as cool as they come and has improved every year, remaining level headed as the star of the New York market better than
any athlete not named Derek Jeter. He is everything I want in
a franchise quarterback: impossibly clutch, chillingly calm and
humble about his world-class talent. He rises to every occasion,
is never too big for the room nor too small for the moment and
leads by example both on and off the field. He has jumped to
a new level this year, and a win on his brother's home field will
push him even higher.
This Super Bowl should be one for the ages, so lets sit back
and watch two former Giant assistants fight for the right to once
again hoist the Lombardi, the trophy apdy named after an old
Giant assistant named Vince.
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as the half came to a close with the Tigers
up nine for their largest lead of the day
at 36-27.
A 12-2 run after the Deacons had cut
it to three put the game out of reach for
most of the second half. The highlight of
the half came when Catalin Baciu, a.k.a.
"BoBo," did his best Demontez Stitt impersonation by driving all the way to the
basket from the top of the key and laying
it in off the glass, to the delight (and mild
shock) of home fans.
Brownell's boys kept Wake to a double-digit deficit for the rest of the game
as the Deacons were unable to make the
fans in Littlejohn sweat as Georgia Tech
had done down the stretch a week before.
After the game, the Tigers' head coach
reflected back on the win.
"I thought we started the game a little
rusty, maybe a litde nervous," Brownell
said. "We certainly did some things well,
but we just didn't make shots. We only
had two turnovers in the first half, so I
thought our ball movement was good
and our concentration was good. But
we've had some problems, at times, scoring, and we didn't make any shots.
"I thought Wake came out and did
some good things initially and caught us
on our heels just a touch. But our guys
rallied back and for the last thirty minutes I thought we played pretty well. I
was proud of the way we competed and
executed. 1 thought we did some really
good things in the last thirty minutes of
the game."
Four days later, the Tigers made their
way up to Charlottesville, Va., for another ACC showdown with No. 18 Virginia. They made the trip without junior
forward Milton Jennings, who had been
suspended for "failure to comply with the
team's academic standards."
For a game that was billed as a potential defensive struggle, both teams came
out firing. Virginia made seven of its first
nine shots, and they could have been well
on their way to a comfortable win if the
Tigers had not shot 6 of 9 to start the
game. The first TV timeout came with
11:32 left in the first half, with the Cavaliers leading 15-13.
The game cooled off a bit as the Tigers
took a 30-26 lead into halftime, thanks to
some serviceable play from the freshmen.
Virginias Mike Scott had 11 points in the
first half, with his ability to score both inside and from midrange, clearly causing
Baciu problems on the defensive end.
After both teams traded a couple
baskets to start the second half and the
lead was cut to two, the Cavaliers went
through that stretch teams always have
at home: Nothing was going wrong for
them, and nothing was going right for
the Tigers.
When the dust sefded, it was a 19-3
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run for the Cavs, who now had a 49-38
lead. While Scott had killed the Tigers in
the first half, Joe Harris knocked down
four 3-pointers to go along with three by
Sammy Zeglinski.
The Tigers clawed their way back into
the game, thanks to 3-pointers from Tanner Smith, T.J. Sapp and Booker — of
all people — but a couple questionable
calls cost the visiting team. First, Smith
appeared to have made a driving basket
while being fouled, but the foul was adjudged to have been committed before
the shot. Then Bryan Narcisse was called
for a foul on a play that looked like a
simple box-out.
It is tough for the Tigers to complain
too much in the end, as they had their
shot to tie the game late. Down three,
with under 30 seconds to play, and inbounding the ball from the left wing,
Young came off a screen and had an open
3-point try, but his shot was short off the
iron.
Booker led the Tigers in scoring with
16 points, with Smith close behind with
14 of his own. The Tigers were done
in by Scott and Harris in the end, who
had 23 points and 19, respectively. The
Cavaliers out-rebounded the Tigers 3117, possibly due to the lack of depth the
Tigers had inside with Jennings out.
Brownell downplayed the rebounding
margin after the game.
"Well, the rebounding is a litde misleading only from the standpoint of they
didn't miss very many shots so we didn't
have many chances to get defensive rebounds," he said. "There weren't very
many chances for us to get rebounds.
We missed very many shots for them to
have a lot of defensive rebounds. They
do a good job with defensive rebounding. That's where us being a litde smaller
doesn't help us."
The Clemson head coach spoke highly
of Scott.
"He is just a tremendous player,"
Brownell said. "You do the best you can.
The problem is he catches it in areas that
are hard because they are pro-lane areas.
He's off the lane enough that it's hard to
trap him because he's so far off the lane;
he's catching it and looking to see if you're
coming. If you're coming, he's going to
pass it and if you don't come now that's
one-on-one with him and he's good
enough to make some of those shots. He
made some perimeter shots that obviously hurt us and 7 of 8 free throws. You
can live with some of his baskets, but he
played too well tonight, and those 23
points were too much."
The Tigers fell to 11-10 on the year
with the loss and 3-4 in conference play.
They travel to Virginia again this Saturday, this time to Blacksburg to take
on Virginia Tech at 4 p.m. The game
will be televised by the ACC's Regional
Sports Network.
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gin at 1 p.m. The Emory women's
team is the reigning Division II
National Champion.
Before the event, head coach
Chris Ip will be honoring the seniors at 12:15 at McHugh Natatorium with the help of alumni.
The Tigers "will be ready" according to Coach Ip and hope to
earn wins before heading to the
ACC Championship meets in a
few weeks.
The Clemson University track
and field program hosted a number of schools from the Southeast
at the Clemson Invitational this
past weekend. The action spanned
over Friday and Saturday.
Jasmine Edgerson started the
weekend off with a win in the
women's 60-meter dash. Edgerson set a season best time of 7.37
seconds in the event and won the
final with a time of 7.38 seconds.

Marcus Maxey also had a successful day, finishing second in
the men's 60-meter hurdles. He
finished with a personal-best time
of 7.82 seconds.
The Tigers had a successful day
in the field events. Torian Ware
won the men's high jump with a
season best 6'7", 2.01 meters. Jasmine Brunson took second in the
long jump with a season-best leap
of 19T0.25".
The Tigers cleaned up in
the shot-put event Friday, with
Brittney Waller winning the
women's event with a mark of 42
feet and Marcus Brown winning
the men's with a mark of 55'7.5".
The men completed a sweep in
this event with Cory Thalheimer
finishing second and T.J. Christy
third, behind Brown.
On Saturday, the pole vault
became the top story for the Tigers. Sophomore, Lauren Terstappen, dominated the event and set

a school record with a" 13'2.5'
clearance. Terstappen swept, the
event, holding the top three clearances. Caroline Bond and Christv
Gasparino tied for second place
in the event.
Waller and Brown won more
events on Saturday. Waller took
top honors in the women's
20-pound weight throw with a
season-best mark of 64'0.25".
Brown won the men's weight
throw with a mark of 52'4.5".
In the distance events, Ty McCormack won the men's mile
with a time of 4:10.65. Martin
Maloney and Chris Slate, who
tied for second with a time of
4:17.79 minutes, followed him.
Lisa Girard posted the best Tiger's
time in the women's mile with a
time of 5:03.3 minutes.
The Tigers will run next in one
of their biggest meets of the year
at the New Balance Invitational
in New York, N.Y.
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He'll have you texting in no time.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93,
Next to Gold's Gym!
Hand pain or injury slowing you down?
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSON!!
• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel)
• Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis)
• Arthritis Pain
• Degloving Injuries and Burns
• Custom Splinting

Is knee or joint pain keeping you from staying active?
We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries
• Back & Neck Pain
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability
Tanner Smith (5) scored 13 points in Clemson's win over Wake Forest.

R

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Physical Therapist/Director

Hwy. 93 864* 722-6037
www.csmr.org
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Clemson lands impressive class
ROBBIE TINSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Clemson made noise on the recruiting
trail once again in 2012. These are Clemson's 2012 football commitments, along
with their star ratine, a quick analysis, the
likelihood they will redshirt, and a prediction of what year they will appear on
Clemson's two-deep depth chart.
Martin Aiken: (DE: Bamberg, S.C.:
Bamberg-Ehrhardt): ***
Bamberg-Ehrhardt High School has
been very kind to Clemson in the past few
years in producing defensive ends. First, it
was Ricky Sapp, then Da'Quan Bowers
and now Martin Aiken. Aiken will not
arrive with the sort of plaudits of his Bamberg brethren, but he has a chance to make
a big impact down the toad, most likely
after a red-shirt year.
Redshirt: 80 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2014
Isaiah Battle: (OT: St. George, Va.:
Fork Union Military via Blue Ridge): ****
Clemson has had some well-documented issues with its offensive line through the
years, usually statting with recruiting. After a yeat at prep school, Battle arrived in
January as the most-anticipated prospect
in recent memory. He's still on the lean
side, but don't be sutptised to see Battle
start at left tackle from Day One.
Redshirt: 5 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
Travis Blanks: (CB: Tallahassee, Fla.:
North Florida Christian): ****
Six yeats ago, Dabo Swinney went
down to Tallahassee, Fla., and pulled
DeAndre McDaniel out of Godby High
School. A city that is obviously not particularly kind to Clemson produced a similar
player in Travis Blanks. Blanks got most of
his high rankings as a safety, but will play
corner in the beginning for Clemson. He
may turn into another Marcus Gilchrist,
who was able to switch between corner
and safety based on need throughout his
career.
Redshirt: 10 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2013
Zac Brooks: (RB: Jonesboro, Ark.:
Jonesboro Senior): ****
People who follow recruiting for
Clemson may not recognize that threeletter state abbreviation, because Clemson
doesn't go into the state of Arkansas very
often. But when Chad Motris arrived on
campus, he talked about this running
back he had seen from Jonesboro. Brooks
quickly became Morris' first offer at
Clemson and then his first commitment.
Brooks possesses the RB/WR skill set
combo that Mortis wants in his offense,
but he'll line up primarily in the backfield
to start out.
Redshirt: 10 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
Josh Blown: (DT: Aiken, S.C.: South
Aiken) **
Despite recruiting beginning earlier
and earlier, there's always a prospect ot
two who fly under the radar due to academics, injuries or just being from a tiny
high school. In Brown's case, most coaches
looked at his rawness and his academics,
and thought he was not worth the risk.
Clemson, who was in need of depth at
the defensive interior, took a chance on
Brown, who has gotten his academic act
together and could be one of the steals of
the class.
Redshirt: 90 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2014
TJ. Burrell: (OLB: Goose Creek, S.C.:
Goose Creek) ***
Clemson proved in the Orange Bowl
that they need linebackers who can move
and cover guys out of the backfield.
Burrell comes from one of the biggest high
schools in the state in regards to producing Division I athletes. You need athletic
linebackers to stop the spread offense, and,
it Burrell can bulk up a bit while keeping his speed, he could be a valuable asset

down the road.
Redshirt: 90 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2015
Patrick DeStefano: (OG: Roebuck,
S.C.: Dorman) ***
Speaking of high schools known for
producing Division I talent, Dorman
High School has been very kind to the
Tigers over the past few years. DeStefano
becomes the fourth Tiger on the roster
from the Roebuck giant as he joins Brandon Thomas, Charone Peake and Adam
Humpheries. DeStefano will need to work
on building muscle mass before he can see
the field down the road, but if he can tap
into his potential, he could help solve a lot
of the Tigers' issues at guard.
Red Shirt: 90 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2014
Kevin Dodd: (DT: Greer, S.C.: Hargrave Military via Riverside) ****
Dodd was the other holdover from the
previous class, along with Isaiah Battle,
who needed a year at prep school to wotk
on his academics. Dodd was the equivalent of Josh Brown last class, and he comes
in this spring with a chance to make an
immediate impact at defensive tackle.
With Tyler Shatley moving to offensive
guard, the chances of playing from Day
One ate pretty high for Dodd if he can
grow into his frame.
Red Shirt: 15 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
Ronald Geohaghan: (FS: Fairfax, S.C.:
Allendale-Fairfax) ****
Bashaud Breeland burst onto the scene
at cornerback this year after redshirting his first yeat at Clemson, and there's
a chance that sctipt will repeat for his
high school teammate, Geohaghan. Geohaghan could possibly avoid a redshirt,
but it would only be in the case of an injury. He will likely redshirt, with a good
chance to make an impact at safety as a
second-year freshman.
Redshirt: 60 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2013
Jay Guillermo: (OC: Maryville, Tenn.:
Maryville) ***
The Tigers got their first commit from
a very unlikely source when this center
from Tennessee committed just after
Signing Day last yeat. One of the unsung
stars of this class, Guillermo has a chance
to become the next Dalton Freeman and
start during his redshirt freshman year as
he will compete with Ryan Norton.
Redshirt: 80 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2013
Germone Hopper: (WR: Charlotte,
N.C.: Philip O Berry Acad) **"
With Charlotte only a couple of hours
away from Clemson, it should be an important recruiting hotbed for the coaches
to pull from. Well, with the staff needing
a slot receiver in this class, they drove up
1-85 and found Germone Hopper. Another player who will fulfill Morris' need for
a WR/RB combo, Hopper is a blazer who
will find immediate playing time behind
Sammy Watkins.
Redshirt: 15 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
Oliver Jones: (OG: Ninety Six, S.C.:
Ninety Six) ***
When a prospect has a major injury in
high school, it usually causes him to fly
under the radar as he works to get back
to 100 percent. Oliver Jones tore his ACL
during his junior season of high school,
when he was billed as being a possible national recruit at offensive tackle. As is the
case with many offensive line prospects
out of the Carolinas, he will need to develop a mean streak if he wants to be an
effective college player.
Redshirt: 90 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2014
Chad Kelly: (QB: Buffalo, N.Y.: St. Joseph's) ****
If that last name and position rings
a bell, it's not a coincidence. Kelly is the
nephew of former Buffalo Bill quarterback
Jim Kelly. Morris wanted a dual-threat
quarterback, and he found one of the best
in America. An avid tweetet, Kelly has al-
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ready caused a spat with current backup
quarterback Cole Stoudt over who will be
Boyd's backup next year.
Redshirt: 30 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
Shaq Lawson: (WDE: Central, S.C.:
D. W. Daniel) *'**
It never hurts to have a Division I pipeline right down the road from your college. Daniel High has now sent three recruits to Clemson in the past three cycles,
with one already committed for next year
and a potential all-state selection at running back rhe year after that. Lawson was
a relative unknown when he committed,
but since shifting his focus to football, he
has seen his stock blossom into a four-srar
player. He'll need a year to develop, but he
will continue the tradition of great Lions
becoming great Tigers.
Redshirt: 50 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2013
Jay Jay McCullough: (TE: Fort Mill,
S.C.: Nation Ford) ***
Dwayne Allen showed last year what
an athletic tight end can do in a Chad
Morris offense, and now Morris will have
McCullough to groom into a similar prospect. McCullough actually played running back at Nation Ford, so he will have
to learn a new position at Clemson. If he
reaches his potential, he will be able to put
up Allen-like numbers down the road.
Redshirt: 70 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2014
Bradley Pinion: (P: Concord, N.C.:
Northwest Cabarrus) ***
With Dawson Zimmerman graduating, Pinion has a chance to step in from
day one and be the starting punter for four
years at Clemson. Without a ttue punter
to compete with, it's Pinion's job to lose,
but there's no doubt that he has some massive shoes to fill.
Redshirt: 5 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
D.J. Reader: (DT: Greensboro, N.C.:
Grimsley) ***
Usually when you think of two-sport
athletes, you don't think of guys who can
play defensive tackle and pitcher, but that's
what the coaches found in D.J. Reader. A
very athletic defensive tackle who could
wotk his way into the two-deep, Reader
also hit .480 in baseball and can reportedly throw over 90 mph. Despite flirting
with Maryland, he chose Clemson on
Signing Day.
Redshirt: 40 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2013
Cordrea Tankersley: (SS: Aiken, S.C.:
Silver Bluff)***
Al Lown knows how to run a program
down at Silver Bluff and he has produced
another good prospecr in Tankersley. A
runaway winner for Name of the Class,
Cordrea will likely redshirt his freshman
year, and then compete with Williams and
Geohaghan for a two-deep spot in his second year in the program.
Redshirt: 80 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2014
Carlos Watkins: (DT: Forest City,
N.C.: Chase) ****
Some people may argue that Blanks
is the class headliner, but there was no
prospect that Clemson needed more than
Carlos Watkins. With the Tigers desperate for defensive tackles, they pulled a
ready-made four-star in Watkins. With
the chance to start from Day One, Watkins committed to Clemson by driving an
orange golf cart through a banner for his
announcement after a high school game.
Redshirt: 10 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2012
Marty Williams: (SS: North Augusta,
S.C.: Fox Creek) ***
A tiny high school just inside the Edgefield County line has produced its first Division 1 recruit in their less-than-a-decade
history. Marty Williams was a star option
quarterback for Fox Creek but will play
in the defensive backfield when he gets to
Clemson.
Redshirt: 90 percent
Two Deep ETA: 2015

In the Jan. 27 issue of The Tiger, two articles were mistakenly attributed to Brad
Haider. The article entitled "Clemson to start boxing club" was contributed by
Sarah Johnson. The article entitled "Georgia holds serve against Clemson" was
written by Emsley Lewis. We apologize for these mistakes.

•

Track teams host
Clemson Invitational
AUSTIN FINLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson University track and
field program hosted a number of schools
from the Southeast at the Clemson Invitational this past weekend. The action
spanned over Friday and Saturday.
Jasmine Edgerson started the weekend
off with a win in the women's 60-meter
dash. Edgerson set a season best time of
7.37 seconds in the event and won rhe
final with a time of 7.38 seconds.
Marcus Maxey also had a successful
day, finishing second in the men's 60-meter hurdles. He finished widi a personalbest time of 7.82 seconds.
The Tigers had a successful day in die
field events. Torian Ware won the men's
high jump with a season besr 6'7", 2.01
meters. Jasmine Brunson took second
in the long jump with a season-best leap
of 19'10.25". The Tigers cleaned up in
the shot-put event Friday, with Brittney
Waller winning the women's event with a
mark of 42 feet and Marcus Brown win-

ning the men's with a mark of 557.5".
The men completed a sweep in this event
with Cory Thalheimer finishing second
andT.J. Christy diird, behind Brown.
On Saturday, the pole vaulr became rhe
rop story for the Tigers. Sophomore, Lauren Terstappen, dominated the event and
set a school record with a 132.5" clearance. Terstappen swepr the event, holding
the top three clearances. Caroline Bond
and Christy Gasparino tied for second
place in the event. Waller and Brown won
more events on Saturday. Waller took
top honors in the women's 20-pound
weight throw with a season-best mark of
64'0.25". Brown won the men's weight
throw with a matk of 52'4.5".
In the distance events, Ty McCormack won the men's mile with a time
of 4:10.65. Martin Maloney and Chris
Slate, who tied for second with a time
of 4:17.79 minutes, followed him. Lisa
Girard posted the best Tiger's rime in rhe
women's mile with a time of 5:03.3 minutes. The Tigers will run next in one of
their biggest meets of the year at the New
Balance Invitational in New York, N.Y
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White girls be raDDin:
Ellen Meny
Columnist
Recently, I joined a sorority.
My sorority is one that dedicates
itself to both scholarship and philanthropy, rwo things that I think very
highly of. The girls treat one another
with respect and friendship, and they
are strictly against any form of hazing. This is a good thing because if I
were ever faced with a hazing situation,
I would pee my self and run away. I
thank my sorority for saving me from
the embarrassment and money spent
on Depends adult diapers.
However, despite all of these positive
aspects, there is one thing to being in a
sorority that fills my black heart with
unspeakable dread. Through chapter
and social events it hangs above my head
like an oppressive rain cloud. It haunts
me as 1 attempt to drift off into sleep,
it whispers in my ear as I try to study,
it appears in my food as I try to eat —
wait, that's just the maggots.
It is a simple question that terrifies
me to know the answer. Now that 1 am
a sorority girl, will I still be able to rap
without prejudice?
The heady issue of 'Rapping Sorority
Girls' first debuted with the trainwreck
that was the University of Alabama's sorority women's recruitment video. The
fine women of the Pan-Hellenic society
decided that it would be a good idea to
dub their own version of Chris Brown's
"Look at Me Now," sung in a reedy, thin
tremor, and then abruptly transition into
a rendition of Rebecca Black's "Friday."
They bounced around in their pink neon
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snapback caps and "Pan X" lacrosse pennies, suddenly and violendy bringing a
stereotype of sloppy rap execution to all
sorority women everywhere.
The Alabama women were hit quite
hard for their sub-par rap styling, receiving widespread ridicule from major
news stations such as CNN, and were
even mocked by the silver fox himself,
Anderson Cooper. Granted, the video
was about as appealing as the fraternity
brothers who refer to other fraternities
as "a bunch of faggots," clamoring for
whatever scrap of so-called "manhood"
they have left. However, it still hurt my
heart to hear Anderson Cooper's quip
about the Alabama women, saying, "I
have maintained for years diat nothing
says rap music like white sorority girls."
It's his loss, though — I no longer have
a desire to marry him after I realized the
stereotypes that he feeds.
Will the general public never accept
my sick rhymes, the flow of my rap beat?
Will 1 be forced to stash away my hastily
written raps, tucking them away under
my bed in exchange for Lilly Pulitzer
dresses? By this time, 2012 to be specific, I hoped that all people would be able
to tap freely. I imagined that all people
would be able to embrace the spirit of
poetry flowing with rhyme regardless of
whether or not you wore Greek letters
with pride. However, this is clearly not
so. There is still progress to be made,
and we cannot stop until the so-called
"rappers" who ask people to like their
page on the Clemson 2015 Facebook
page are ridiculed just as much as the
Alabama women. They may have placed
Greek letters upon my pastel-colored
tote bag, but they will never take rap
away from my heart.

Nervous Laughter
JL
Harold J.Plotkin
Columnist

Jbeal Jigei,
I write you today in utter distress
and am in need of some serious advice! My name is Harold J. Plotkin
and I'm a second semester sophomore
at Clemson. Well, technically a junior
by credits and I guess you could say
a freshman by confidence. I'm what
you would call your textbook nervous
student. My tender upbringing has led
me to become the person you see who
writes before you. Like clockwork, embarrassing things happen to me on a
weekly basis.
Previously, my indulgence in wittytided ice creams would help put me
back on the right track. However,
yours truly has begun to put on extra
pounds, negating my New Year's target
resolution of washboard abs. Thus, I
come to you as a source of guidance
for the awkward situations in which
I always find myself. This past week
marked the first day of spring classes
and if I'll be darned if I wasn't subjected
to yet another embarrassing moment.
Allow me to set the scene: on the
first day of classes I like to show up reasonably early, say half an hour. This is
due to my primal desire to scope out
the babe situation. Historically, my
luck with the ladies has been dry, but
I figured my neat stack of required
texts and overall suave persona would
attract a member of the opposite sex.
1 thought I'd strike it rich when I stra-

tegically enrolled in women's studies as
an elective but was severely disappointed with the outcome. To my dismay, it
appeared that 25 other guys must have
had the exact same idea as me! Would
you believe that?

rw?
Anyway, I kept as calm and collected
as much as Harold J. Possible, hoping
for a change in demographic. Thenin
walks my male professor wearing what
can only be described as a camouflage
collage. It wasn't adding up and 1 began
to panic. My professor handed everyone a syllabus at the start of class and
I began to read it. I was surprised to
see "aiming" and "targets" among the
list of scheduled lectures. Perhaps the
field of women's studies was changing?

Curiously, I flipped to the first page
of my syllabus and was shocked to see
that I was currendy sitting in the first
class of Shotgun Sports. I must've gone
into the wrong room! My heart raced,
beads of sweat began to form on my
forehead. I'd never been around guns!
My parents wouldn't approve!
What's worse was the small introduction everyone had to give at the
beginning of class. Everyone spoke
of how many deer they'd killed over
break, while I get nervous just seeing
one on the side of the road, hoping
they prance in the other direction
to safety. Anxiously I waited my
turn. What was I to do? I introduced myself as Harold J. Plotkin,
sophomore microbiologist. I then
proceeded to tell the class that over
break I'd shot a ... uh ... 20 pound
deer with a ... uh ... well you know
... a black shotgun. I threw in some
nervous laughter, hoping to cushion
the blow. Everyone knew I was a fake
and began to laugh. I tried to explain
myself, I really did! I told them I was
actually looking for women's studies.
The sight of my would-be professor
smirking in disproval was only upstaged by a wild uproar of laughter
from the students, which as you can
imagine sent me running. What do I
do? How can I save myself from these
embarrassing situations?

-MaXoldJ. Plotkin
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9 p.m.
$20

Jill Andrews
The Grey Eagle

9 p.m.
$12

Novacord/Modern
I Paper Diamond
Man/ Our Western Sky II The Orange Peel
Friar's Tavern
H
9 p.m.
FREE

9 p.m.
$15

Saltwater Grass &
Rolling Home
New Earth Music Hall
10 p.m.
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Food Phone Apps
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Katie Queen
Columnist
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Trying to sort out which food apps
to install on a smart phone can
__ be more difficult than trying to
keep a straight face while saying. "Bacon is yucky" To make your life easier,
below is a list of some free food phone
apps along with which groups of people
may be interested in downloading these
helpful tools. (Make sure to search for
the app by the title given below to get
the right one.)

MyFitnessPal

FoodGawker

Mixology

May Interest:

May Interest:

People who like to look at pretty food; foodies;
people who like food in general; people looking
for a recipe challenge.

People who want to become (or think they are)
a cocktail connoisseur; people with an awkwardly stocked bar.

Why?

Why?
FoodGawker is definitely the app that could result in losing hours of your day by skimming a
seemingly bottomless collection of unbelievably
delicious looking food. If you're feeling adventurous, you can follow the pictures to the recipes, which are often more complicated than the
basics. However, those intense recipes result in
some yummy looking eye candy. Just make sure
you wipe the drool off your phone.

This app allows you to search for mixed drinks
by clicking through a list of drinks and mixers
and telling it what you have. Mixed drinks are
then formulated to use up as many of your ingredients as possible. There's also a drink recipe
encyclopedia of sorts, so if you want to figure
out what in the world is in a "Magic Mountain
Dew," this is your app.

May Interest:
People who have actually stuck to their "lose
weight in 2012" resolutions.

Fooducate

Why?

May Interest:

This app is meant to serve as a food and exercise
log. Users can set weight loss goals, and MyFitnessPal will help calculate how many calories
need to be consumed in order to achieve that
weight loss. The food database has a huge variety of not only foods, but brands within each
kind of food, so you're almost certain to find
whatever you eat on a daily basis.

People trying to eat healthy.

Why?
Fooducate is by far one of the most unique food
apps available for free. This one allows the user
to scan the barcode on any food item to obtain
a letter grade for healthiness, along with calories
per serving and a few facts about the nutritional
content of the food item. There's also a chance
to search for alternatives for a food that may
not have the best grade and nutritional content.
This is definitely a good option for those still on
the New Year's resolution train.

UrbanSpoon
May Interest:
Foodies on the go; busy students looking for
something different; people needing a break
from the kitchen.

Taste Of Home

Why?
There are quite a few apps for smartphones meant
to help people locate local restaurants, but these
are usually intended for use in big cities such as
Atlanta and Chicago. Urbanspoon, however, includes restaurant locations for smaller cities and
towns (read: Clemson and Central). What makes
this app even better is it includes pictures of the
dining room or actual menus from the restaurant being looked up. My personal favorite is the
"shake" feature that allows you to physically shake
your phone to create a randomized combination
of local town, cuisine, and cost. It then provides
a restaurant matching these qualifications, along
with an address and phone number for you to find
your way to the winning eatery for the night. This
is truly a fun way (or a fun app!) to shake up a
boring dinner routine.

Joe Goode
Performance Group

May Interest:
People looking for a new, uncomplicated recipe; people focused on eating in-season produce.

Why?

Urbanspoon - InterActiveCorp
MyFitnessPal - MyFitnessPal, LLC
Taste of Home Reiman Media Group
Mixology - Digital Outcrop
Fooducate - Fooducate, LLC
Foodgawker - gawkerverse

Celtic Woman
BI-LO Center

Sister Hazel
The Georgia Theatre
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3 p.m
$34

8 p.m
$10
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Total War
The Orange Peel

Cantus

If you're trying to find a very specific recipe,
this is definitely the app to use. Not only can
you search by ingredients, but you can also
check which fruits and vegetables are currently
in season in your state, and then find recipes
using those ingredients. Other filters include
searching by cooking style, cuisine, course and
holiday. So if you're in the market for a makeahead Greek appetizer for Valentine's Day (or
any other combination of characteristics), this
is the app for you.

9 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
$43

9 p.m.
$17

The Whiskey Gentry/
Have Gun Will Travel/
Adam Klein/ The
Wildfires
The Melting Point
8 p.m.
$7
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Joshua S. Kelly
Columnist
Being a hookah owner, I was honestly more than a little skeptical
about going to a hookah bar to smoke. I expected to be ripped off
with the price and given a crappy setup to smoke on. Fortunately,
I was pleasandy surprised to be proven wrong during my visit to Friend's
Cafe. The food was reasonably priced, with a 10-percent discount given
if you plan to smoke while you are there. On top of that, you can't beat
$2 mixed drinks (Mon. - Thurs., from 6-9 p.m.) which were pretty
generous on the alcohol.
We smoked three bowls during our visit to try a range of flavors, and
were pretty pleased with all of them. We started out with one of Friends
house mixed flavors, "Borat," a mix of grape and cherry. It was a pretty
interesting combination, and while it didn't remind me of the chinashop-destroying "Keyekastanian," the transition from one flavor to the
next was very satisfying. Next we went with a more traditional rose flavor,
which was very floral on the forefront without being overpowering. The
final flavor we tried was kiwi. It was more subde on the head with a resolution that left you feeling like you had just taken a bite out of the fruit.
The environment Friend's provides to smoke in is very relaxing. Several tables out front have small fire pits in them to provide some warmth
on cooler nights, and the lounge in the back, called The Hangout, is
filled with blacklights and beanbag chairs.
On to the nitty-gritty. My two complaints would be that the hoses
provided are Mya hoses and the coals used are the "quick light" kind. In
my opinion, the quick light coals affect the taste of the shisha somewhat;
however, not enough to make your experience a bad one. You can really
only notice the taste difference if you are used to smoking with natural
coals, so this really isn't a concern for the casual smoker. The Mya hoses
that are provided weren't a letdown either, but going from regularly using
Nammor hoses, which have a wider diameter (allowing for more smoke
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flow), you can definitely notice a difference.
Our final verdict: Friend's Cafe provides a great relaxed atmosphere
for the casual smoker or a place to go and have some hummus and pita
while smoking with friends. The price ranges from $12-15 for your first
bowl, with refills starting around $6. If you are only going to smoke
a few times a month, it is certainly worth your while to check it out.
However, if you like to smoke once a week or more, you are better off
investing in your own hookah. Beginner setups can run as low as $5060 for a small hookah. But don't think that having a small hookah will
result in a less enjoyable experience. Next week we will be looking at
hookah size and how much that really matters (and it is not as much as
you would think).
To finish out this week's column, I would like to just take a
moment and respond to a few questions that I got from readers
last week about the health concerns related to smoking hookah.
Obviously, smoking anything is not something that your doctor
is going to recommend you do (unless of course you happen to
live in California), but smoking hookah is very different than
smoking other tobacco products like cigarettes. Shisha is just tobacco leaves and molasses — no rat poison, no fiberglass shards,
no other hazardous chemicals that were originally designed to
kill other organisms. Furthermore, no studies have positively
linked hookah smoking and cancer. So while it isn't going to
make you healthier, smoking hookah is not nearly as deadly as
other tobacco products. As I said last week, I will never claim to
be an expert in this subject, but causal use causes less damage to
one's body than a night of heavy drinking. To top it off, hookah
smoking isn't addictive like cigarettes can be, so you can smoke
as much or as little as you please.
That's it for this week. As always, be sure to check out tigerhookah.tumblr.com for more pictures and to read previous
weeks' columns. Any questions or comments you have can be
sent to tigerhookah@gmail.com.
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America s Favorite Pastime on Clemson's Favorite Field

■

■

I
For more information about Cleirison history, vintage photographs, over 20 Clemson books, and a large selection of diploma frames, visit Aliens'
ations, Lncv ~ Frame & Art Gallery located across from the Water Fountain Plaza in College Avenj|e^864-654-3594 www.ClemsonPrir
Aliens' Creations currently has an original Clemson diploma and uniform. Stop by and see them!
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Brett Mill?
Dubrovnic, Croatia

"Old City Walls"

Halstatt, Austrr

'Bidding Farwell"

i

& get a
mmWM@MM@M every Friday*

Like us on

A coupon will be posted every Friday
Redeem by showing our cashier on
your smart phone or print it out.
One coupon per customer.
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Decade o

Lti d

Brady Brown
Assistant News Editor

—

I

2000

f

2001

2002

2000
2001

Gosford Park, In The Bedroom,
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, Moulin Rouge!

2002

Gangs of New York, The Hours,
The Lord of the Rings: The Two
Towers, The Pianist

2003

Lost in Translation, Master and
Commander: The Far Side of the
World, Mystic River, Seabiscuit

2004

The Aviator, Finding Neverland,
Ray, Sideways

2005

Brokeback Mountain, Capote, Good
Night, and Good Luck, Munich

2006

Babel, Letters from Iwo Jima, Little
Miss Sunshine, The Queen

2007

No Country for Old Men, Atonement, Juno, Michael Clayton, There
Will Be Blood

2008

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, Frost/Nixon, Milk, The Reader

2009

Avatar, The Blind Side, District 9,
An Education, Inglorious Basterds,
Precious, Up, Up in the Air

2010

A. Beautiful Mind

Chicago

Easily the worst Best Picture of the decade, "Chicago" was
outdone by all the other nominees. Out of those nominees,
the best had to be Roman Polanski's "The Pianist."

2003

The Lord of the Rings

I love "The Lord of the Rings" just as much as the rest, but the
third installment on its own probably didn't deserve the top nod.
"Lost in Translation" deserved it, if not solely for Bill Murray's
tremendous performance.

2004
Chocolat, Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon, Erin Brockovich, Traffic

Gladiator

In a year that gave us "Memento" and "The Royal Tenenbaums,
"A Beautiful Mind" was definitely not the best picture of the year.
However, it was the best choice out of the five nominees.

(Note that this list is comprised solely ofSims
which received Best Picture nominations.)

PAST NOMINATIONS

res

The decade kicked oft in the right direction. "Gladiator" was definitely
the best choice of the five nominees.

With the recent announcement of 20li's Academy
Award nominations, it seems relevant to take a look back on the
last decade's Best Picture winners. Some years the Academy
got it right, others, it didn't even
come close. Regardless, lists (especially those as arbitrary as
this) can be fun. So enjoy agreeing (or more likely, disagreeing)
with this reflection on the last
decade of cinema.
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Black Swan, The Fighter, Inception,
The Kids Are All Right, 127 Hours,
The Social Network, Toy Story 3,
True Grit, Winter's Bone

NOMINATIONS
-The Artist
- The Descendants
- Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close
- The Help
-Hugo
- Midnight in Paris
- Moneyball
- The Tree of Life
- War Horse
Brady's prediction: Though "The Tree of Life" is a better picture, "The Artist" will take home the top prize.

Million Dollar Baby

I've always thought that "Million Dollar Baby" was overhyped.
"Sideways" easily edged out all the other nominees.

2005

Crash

I'm not a huge fan of "Crash" but due to mediocre competition
I'll concede the Academy got it right.

2006

The Departed

It would be fun to say "Little Miss Sunshine" should have had it, but
Martin Scorsese finally getting the long overdue respect for "The Departed" was well-deserved.

2007

No Country for Old Men

As much as I love the Coen brothers, I thought "No Country for Old
Men" taking the top prize was a bit much. For me, it's no question —
"There Will be Blood" should have walked away with the statue.

2008

Slumdog Millionaire

The fact that Clint Eastwood's "Gran Torino" didn't
receive a single nomination was a true shame, but
given the choices, "Slumdog Millionaire" deserved
the award.

2009

' >

The Hurt Locker

"The Hurt Locker" was no "Platoon," (and definitely
not "The Deer Hunter") and certainly did not deserve the top prize. The Coen brothers' "A Serious
Man" went under the radar, but I think that it was,
without a doubt, the best film.

2010

The King's Speech

"The King's Speech" had its moments,
but for me it was no Best Picture. "Black
Swan," on the other hand, was on a whole
different plain and deserved the Oscar.
Images property of:
Gladiator - Dreamwork Pictures
Beautiful Mind - Universal Studios
Chicago - Miramax Films
Lord of the Rings - New Line Cinema
Crash - Lionsgate
The Departed - Warner Bros Pictures
No Country for Old Men - Mirimax

Films and Paramount Vantage
Slumdog Millionaire - FOX Searchlight Pictures & Warner Brothers
Pictures
The Hurt Locker- Summit Entertainment/ Universal Studios
King's Speech: The Weinstein Group

.
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ON THE PROWL
By: Anita Johnson

Almost everyone has been in a relationship at some point in
time, so if you haven't, quit being so freaking picky and date
i someone! When it begins, the relationship will be in the
honeymoon phase, where your significant other's crap smells like roses
and they can do no wrong. But once that's over, you'll begin to realize
whether it's going to work out or not. And if you determine that it will,
your relationship then enters a weird limbo phase.
This is the phase in which both people wonder, at least once, when
will it be time? "Time for what?," you may ask. Time to say, "I love
you." This honeymoon phase can be a tricky, deceptive little bugger.
You will feel like you're walking on sunshine with your head in the
clouds and this is "the one." But give it a few months and you'll slowly
fade back down to Earth. That's when you start to wonder if you do
actually feel so strong about him or her.
You must consider many different factors in determining if
this relationship is worth such an emotional investment. Do your
personalities mesh well? Do you have enough shared interests to
enjoy things together? Do you have enough of your own unique
interests? Have there been more good times than bad in the relationship so far? How's the sex? Are you physically atttacted to this
person? Do they fit what you've thought you've always wanted?
Do they interact well with your friends and family? If all these

questions can be answered positively, then it's time.
When you finally figure out that you want to tell that special boy or
girl how you feel, you may worry that they won't feel the same. I can't
lie to you and tell you that this isn't a possibility. The worst case scenario
is that they tell you they don't feel the same and probably never will.
Either that, or they say it back. This isn't the best case scenario because
you have no way of knowing, unless they tell you, whether or not they
actually mean it. Some people really care for their significant other and
just say it back to avoid hurt feelings. This brings us to the best case
scenario, in my opinion. You tell them you love them and they say,
"Thank you. I'm overjoyed that you feel that way. I can't honesdy say
that quite yet, but given time I know I will feel the same." And my
reasoning behind this is that they are actually taking the time to think
it through instead of just rushing it and saying "I love you" only to later
discover that they really didn't.
Many of you may disagree with how I view the timing of those three
special words. But take it from Anita - who has had plenty of failed
relationships — I have learned from my experiences and those of my
friends and family. Rushing into something just because it may feels
right will only end in tragedy. Take the time to really think it through
and consider the logistics. But for those of you who have done such,
February 14 is just around the corner!

WINTER TRENDS

RECIPE CORNER

3eet and Pear Salac

Evan Duggar
Columnist
hate when you wear the same clothes so often that
you immediately have that "oh I am so tired of
wearing this" feeling that is usually reserved for the

end of the day, but you get as soon as you put them on.
Because I feel restless with my closet and need inspiration, I'm going to go over winter trends this week.

Glamour is still really in. Looking like a lady is the basic idea, which translates into being covered up.

Suits for ladies, sweater dresses, and apparently tulle and feathers are also big this season.The feathers and tulle thing is a little frightening.
Coats are huge, but make sure yours is pretty. Patterns, colors, pleating and, oh yes, jeweled embellishments are turning normal coats into accessories.

Savannah Mozingo
Assistant TimeOut Editor
Everyone likes to think they're a salad person. And with
just the right amount of shredded cheese, one usually
can be. Rejoice, for this beet and pear salad might have
you actually enjoying your lettuce instead of pretending.
You'll need:
2 large red beets

Fur is coming back. I'm sure PETA hates that, but don't shoot the messenger.

1 ripe pear, cored, sliced thin

Hats are trying to make a comeback. I really hope that works out for them.

1 /2 c toasted walnut halves
2 tbsp sherry vinegar

Long skirts, and color blocking are continuing to hang on. But who really understands color blocking?
(I don't, and I'm a fashion columnist.]
V

'

2tbspoliveoil
2 tbsp walnut oil

Oh well. It seems my closet blues have taken hold of this article. I apologize for that. Gosh, I can't wait until spring.

salt and pepper to taste
2 cups baby arugula leaves
4 oz goat cheese

CLEMSON'S NEWEST SMOKE SHOP CARRYINB

TOBACCO PRODUCTS & MUCH MORE...
o
o

2. Wrap the beets in foil, place in a small baking dish and bake for one
hour or until tender. Allow to cool completely, then skin and slice as
thin as possible.

GIFTS

O flPPAREL

GLASS

O LOCAL ftRT

3. Fan the beet slices on plate. Top with sliced pear and walnuts. Whisk
together vinegar, olive oil, walnut oil and salt and pepper.

o SKATEBOARDS
o Disc GOLF

4. Toss the arugula with a couple tablespoons of the dressing and divide
on top of each salad. Top with goat cheese.

o TOBACCO

o

1 ■ Preheat oven to 375.

NOVELTIES

355 COLLEGE RVE.
CLErvi5aN,5C 29631

(X54)722~90BQ

(ACROSS FROM LOOSE CHANGE. ABOVE HAIR SOUTH)

ZENDENDFCLEM5flN@eMaiLC01Vl

The leftover goat cheese can be used to make ham
and cheese sandwiches or, with crackers, it makes a
great snack.
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UNDER REVIEW:
"Old Ideas"
Leonard-.&hen

Kyle Swearingen
Staff Writer
—i

****

There's always the temptation to take
Leonard Cohen's simplistic album
titles at no more than face value,
and given how chronologically removed "Old
Ideas" is from the context of its immediate
predecessors (it's been eight years since 2004's
"Dear Heather"), it's also tempting to dismiss
his latest album as merely what you'd expect
from Cohen nearly 50 years into a career
spent grappling with God, love and women.
Yet Cohen seems perfectly aware of the image he's established of himself, and when he
opens his most self-aware album with the
lines, "I love to speak with Leonard/he's a
sportsman and a shepherd/he's a lazy bastard/
living in a suit," it feels more like self-acceptance than detached self-criticism.

Its an overdue sentiment for the widelybeloved songwriter, who, at 77 years of age, is
fresh off an acclaimed world tour and may be
looking to hit the road again. That number's
not lost on Cohen cither, and it certainly
lends a sense of urgency to his description of
"Old Ideas" as his most spiritual collection
yet, which could have been a redundancy
coming from the same man who counts
"Hallelujah" among his creations. Songs like
"Show Me the Place" and "Come Healing"
read like hymns, yet their impact would be
greatly reduced if they were arranged for
church organ and shouted by congregations,
as if the words wouldn't otherwise reach God.
Their power relies on the weakness of Cohen's
voice, as low and tuneless as ever, because
that kind of honest vulnerability is meant for
the most private of discussions; it's as if Cohen is looking God directly in the eyes as he
speaks to Him.
Yet even this is nothing new for Cohen,

who has always made up for in intimacy what
he lacks in melody, and if there's one thing
wrong with "Old Ideas," it's that it takes its '
title too literally. The blues and gospel backdrops used here are well-worn and unimaginative, and although his arrangements have
always been the de facto understudy to his
lyrics, his back catalogue is full of small yet
clever instrumental touches (the music box
in "Sisters of Mercy," die harmonica in "The
Partisan") that suggest he could do better
here. Yet Cohen works them perfectly toward his end: like anything old — his voice,
his themes, even himself— these ideas were
once new, and that they managed to survive
the years as they have testifies to a value that
lies much deeper than aesthetics.
It's easy to take his album titles at face
value, but as with all of them, "Old Ideas"
couldn't be a more accurate description of
the point in life at which Leonard Cohen
finds himself.
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SCORPIO
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SAGITTARIUS

BYMASTROIANNI & HART

BC
HoW ARE WE SUPPOSED
To PUAY' FoofrMUU
VVITHOUT THE PI&SKINJfl

To g>£JMc=> THE BAUU ?

Going downtown on a Wednesday is the
best idea you'll have all week.-_" -

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Your 8 a.m. class' professor is going to
forget to take roll. Enjoy sleeping in.

Nov. 22-Dec. 2/

www.JohnHartStudios.com

UM&&UEVABUE,

CAPRICORN

You're going to run into somebody from
high school and it will be very awkward.
Prepare yourself.

W

Dec. 22-Jan. 19

There's going to be an influx of annoying
posts on your news feed this week — it
might be time for a Facebook purge.

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

BY MICK & MASON MASTROIANNI

DOGS OF C-KENNEL

Go to a consignment store this weekend.
You are going to find the sweetest Cosbv
sweater in the history of Cosby sweaters.

J^^PISCES
^ -J'Feb. 20 - March 20

-

THEY SAY"
NEWSPAPERS /AAV

BUT WHAT WILL PEOPLE
USE To PISGlPUME
oriepAr && A THii4&
THEISM D0£6?
OF THE PAST.. .

That time on Friday is going to destroy
you. It's time to either start studying
harder or just stop caring altogether.

^

Be nice to the hecklers on library bridge
this week. The same people are giving out

April21-May20 {■

Do your laundry this weekend. You'll find
$5 and a coupon for free fries at Chick-

SUDOKU

Fil-A.

6

1. The Tequila Express is a
regional train service in what
country?

7

1
7

1

6

5

cookiesnextweek.

2

1

3

8

7

6

5

1

4
3

7

1

8

July23-Aug. 23

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

LIBRA

(Answers at the bottom)

4

Your professors have found your blog, so
it might be a bad time to vent about their
Friday morning pop quizzes.

VIRGO

3. The gulf nicknamed "Pirate
Alley" is in what sea?

3

You're going to meet someone famous this
weekend. Be sure to take pictures so your
friends believe you.

LEO

6

5

Behave this weekend. Jay-Z might just let
you meet Kanye if you do.

June 22 - July 22

2. The grocery store deemed
"Murder Kroger" is a local
landmark in what city?

9
4

9

CANCER

p

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Take your friend up on that Super Bowl
bet. It's going to be an easy way to win
$20.

%
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ACROSS
1- Peek follower;
5- First name in country
9- Island near Sicily

43- Bruce
was a famous kung-fu movie star
44- Beatty and Rorem
45- Invertebrate creature
14-Ages
46- Extinct bird, once
15- Jump on the ice
found in New Zealand
16- Healing plants
47- Compass pt.
17- Burmese, Manx, and
48- Salt
Scottish Fold
56- Encompassed about
18- Former French colony 57- Dutch name of The
of north-western Africa
Hague
19Dame
58- Balkan native
20- Distinguishing feature 60- Hood-shaped ana23- Giant Mel
tomical part
24- Golfer Ernie
61- Choir member
25- Marked down
62- London gallery
29- Final Four org.
63- Give it
!
31- Climbers challenge
64- "Pure Guava" band
34- Fable
65- Designer Cassini
35- Knitting stitch
36- Earth Day subj.
Down
37- Cause light to pass
1- Former nuclear agcy.
through
2- Bric-a40- Farm prefix
3- Swear words
41-Not fearful
4- Greek peak
42- Water wheel
5- Branched

6- Strictly accurate
7- Waist band
8- That's
!
9- Capital of the Philippines;
10- At
for words
11- Trent of the Senate
12-Actress Garr

13-Just

!

21-Actor's parts
22- Kingdom
25- The number system
with base 8
26- Norwegian name of
Norway
27- Animal trap
28extra cost
29- Negates

30- Gunk;
31 - Without

in the

32- Living in flowing
water;

33- Fold
35- Trudge
36- Grandson of Adam

38- Steel girder
39- Type of sanctum
44- Candy bar filling
45- Equal-angled shape
46- Floating bombs

47- Delight
48- Heroic adventure tale
49- Actor Epps
50- Distribute, with "out";
51-Tobacco plug
52- Patriot Nathan
53- Analogy words
54- Bargain
55- Art Deco designer
59- Implore
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For the answers to
this week's puzzles
go to:
thetigernews.com

